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PART 1

TOTAL COMMUNICATION CHECKLIST AND ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

Purposes of the TCCA

The Total Communication Checklist and Assessment serves three

purposes:

1. To determine the student's readiness to learn a symbolic mode

of expressive communication.

2. To identify what mode of expressive communication might be most

appropriate for a specific multiply handicapped student.

. To assist in the planning of the communication board system for

all board candidates.

The TCCA contains assessment procedures applicable to a wide variety

of multiply handicapped students. Alternate procedures are included for

assessment of the matching, reading, and receptive language skills of a

severely motor handicapped student who cannot use a hand or finger pointing

response. Many of the tasks can be used directly for visual.ly impaired o

blind ptudents. Specific procedures are included to subjectively screen

the students' hearing and vision if needed.

The decision to concentrate on a particular mode will affect the

student's daily living far into the future. Additionally, the selection of

a communication mode is a critical personal decision. As such, this

decision must never be made without careful study of the student's skills

and consultaticin with the important people in the student's environment.

Information and feedback should be gleaned from as many sources and people

as possible. Therefore, the procedures included in the TCCA require

observation and/or testing of the student's behavior in multiple environments.

Perhaps most importantly, several sections of the TCCA are to be completed
using information provided primarily by the child's parents or caregivers.

Mode selection is not a science. The guidelines presented in the TCCA

are not a rigid set of decision rules. Each must be weighed as it applies

to the individual child being assessed. Neither does the TCCA establish a

permanent placement of the student in a particular communication mode.

Only continued attention to the childts speech and to training data will

indicate whether the decisions made were valid.

NOTE: The TCCA is not developed on either a developmental or a

prescriptive model. It will not be possible to assign a developmental

age or level to the studentiaithe completion of the assessment.
Neither will it be possible to plan the content of a,specific training

program using consecutive items from the TCCA.

1 1



Components of the TCCA

The TCCA consists of an /nstruction Manual, a Checklist, a battery
of Assessment Tasks, the corresponding Communication Profile, and a
Planning Sheet for devdloping a conurnui4.cation board system.

.The Instruction Manual includes: a) instructions for administering
and scoring the Checklist, Assessment sks, and Planning Sheet; and b)

. a description of how the results of the valuation can be interpreted.

#;

The Checklist is divided into four sections with each section
designed to address 9ne of four questions. These questions are: 1) Is
the student ready for communication training? 2) Are the student's speech .
skills adequate for vocal communication? 3) If nonspeech is indicated,
are the student's skills adequate for signing? 40 If nonspeech is
indicated, would a board be more appropriate for this student.than signing?

Each of the Assessment Tasks peitain to a specific entry on the
Checklist. These Assessment Tasks provide a more indepth evaluation of
the specific communication areas of interest, assessing the frequency,
duration, and/or type of responses the student exhibits.

The Communication Profile allows for a summary of the Checklist
answers for each of the major assessment areas. ,

The Planning Sheet prOvides direction and further aosessment tasks
needed to develop a communication board system appropriate to the student's
cognitive, visual, and motor skills.

Administration

Personnel. The TCCA may be administered by either professional or,
paraprofessional staff in a variety of fields. It is best administered by
someone who knows the student well and has the time to spend on the
assessment. Most of the third and fourth sections of the asseesment deal
specifically with the motor skills that the student exhibits. An occupa-
tional therapist or physical therapist may be able to offer help in
administeiing these ,taska.

Because the TCCA is primarily concerned with the language of the
student, obviously the student's hearing acuity is an important variable.
If the student has not been tested by an audiologist, it is suggested he
(she) receive a test at the same time the TCCA is being adminiatered.
Likeidse, if the student has not had a recent vision test, this should
also be done.

The interpretation of-the TCCA should be supported whenever possible
A by the team efforts of the parents; teacher, speech pathologist, occupai-

tional therapist, physical therapist, and physician.

Parental Involvement.. The TCCA must always be completed with parental
and/dr primary caregiller input. The parent's.preference must carry much of

vd,



,41

e weight for the mode seleCtion deciSion. If the parents are not

'in*ested and.Snpportive of the system chosen,' the communication

proggatming will faiL. Parents will-be more supportive And invested when
given the opportunity,Gencouragement'and information to be involved in

the earliest sta4es pOssible of the decision process.

Order of Administration. Table.1, on the following page, summarizeS

the processes used in the TCCA to arrive at a decisiOn Of which Mode 4 '

most apPropriate and acdeptable ior,the student. Then, Figure I.indicates

the steps-to be.fol/oWed to complete these processes.

It is strongly recommended that three maior decisions of the TdCA be

made only following team discussions: These'three'decisions arejbether

the student.is ready for symbolic training (Section I), whetherspeeoh is
,

an aPProP;ia_Ietmode (Seation II), and finally, which of the nonspeech modes

'would be mo6E'rppropriate for.the nonspeaking student (SectiOns

'If it is possible for the team tit meet on a,regular basis, assessment time

gen be cut considerably for Some students. For example, the decision of

whether the student ,is ready-for synibolic communication training can be

made vegy early in the rfcCA" strategy.. If.the team is able to meet to ,

discuss that decisiOn, and decides the Studeni is not ready, it will not be

necessary to go any further into the TCCA. LiXewise, if the team decides

that speech is approprite after Section II is completed, further TCCA.'

testing will not be needed. However, if the'team is only able to Meet once,

the entire TCCA,should probably be completed before the team' attempts a,

decision. Yhefinal task in the TCCA (i.e., system planning for a aOmmuni-

cation board) need not be completed at a,meeting of the team but should in.-

,Corporate the feedback from them.

Background of the TCCA

As more severely multiply handicapped students were referred for ,

communication evaluations and/or training, it became obvious that, there

were few published tests directed at that population. Most available

tests either required Same type of vocal response or began rating

behaviors too complex for our students. None of the tests specifically

assessed the students' nonspeedh language skills. As a result, clinical

deciSions of, whether the student should use nonspeech, and often, where

that ,training should begin were made rather arbitrarily.

The Total Communication Checklist and Assessment (TCCA) presented

in this manual was'developed because of this need for a comprehensive .

diagnostic tobl for the evaluation of communiciation skills with severely

and Iprofoundly multiply handicapped students.

Currently, the TCCA has been administered to 50 multiply handicapped

residents at,Kansas Neurological Institute, Topeka, Kansas. Portions on

the TCCA have been adMinistered to 40 clients services through the Division

of Mentdl Retardation-Developmental Disabilities Services in the state of

Arkansas. All 90 individuals were diagnosed as moderately to profoundly

retarded. Their chronological ages ranged from three years to 35'years,
Feedbackdrom these eiaminers and students,has been incorporated into this

edition a the TCCA.. 0
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TABLE I

TCCA.:ASSESSPINKI"STEATEGY

, MODE SELECTION

Task TCCA Component ,t1sed PurPo e

"Interview parents and/or
other rsiificant persons.

RevieW edudational and
training records.

ObserVe child in
spontaneous functional
communication setting.

Checklist .

.Checkliat

z.

Checklist
'AssesSment Tasks

Identify current skills,
'explain mode alternatives;
determine parental,
preferences.

Determine past training .
successes and:failures.
'Identify .previous
training in any mode..

Identify .child's current
.communication strategies;
determine spontaneous
vocal and motor skills.

Margit disdrependies
betWeen obeerved and/or .

reported skills; probe
skills which did not.
occUr during observations
or which reqiire further.
definition.

. Directly teet4elected
.skills.

Conduct diagnostiC
trainitg over a short
period Of time.

. (OPTIONAL TASK)

Aesessment Tasks:

Conduct a group meeting(s)
with parents and involved
professional staff.

,Aesetsmett.Tasks

Profile

Clarify any remaining
f'skill;
y differences

pinion among team
re about skill levels.-

Summarize and interpret
'assessment data; obtain

roup poridensus to select
mo t preferred, appropriate
mode. .

14
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Purposes-of Checklist',

The Checklist is a general screening.tool that provides the language
examiner with observational data to be used in the selection of areas
requiring more precise testin4 or *measuring. There are a total of 196

entries to be rated on the Checklist. The purposes of the Checklist are:

.0VBHVIEW.OF CHECKLIST

'

1. To provide a general indication of the multihandicapped'
student's awarenesS of and interaction with the total
environment.

2. To generally indicate the student'S present communication
strategies.

.3. To prolnde basic information for selection of additional
assessment needs.

4. To allow parents, teachers, or pther direct-care staff a
chance to provide initial.input into the complete
communication assessment.

Organization of the Checklist

The Checklist has four sections. Each section addresses a decision
in the mode selection process.. The sections are titled:

Section I: Readiness for Symbolic Communication.
41

Section II: Preference for Speech

Section III: Preference for Signing

Section IV: Preference for Communication Board

There are ten questions in each section. Below each of these questions is

a list of entries Which must be rated. Figure 2, (see next page) shows
part of Section I of the Checklist.

A number code is used in the TCCA in order to provide some continuity
between the Checklist, Assessment Tasks, and Profile. Every entry on the
Checklist is assigned a number. The Assessment Task and Profile row
corresponding to that Checklist entry are given identical numbers. Each
number has three digits. The first digit indicates the Checklist section.
The second digit indicates the question within each section. The final
digit indicates the individual entry under the question. The sections are
numbered one (1) through four (4), the questions are zero (.0) through nine
(.9), and the entries one (.01) through five (.05). For example, 1.24 is
the fourth entry in the third question of Section I (See Figure 2 again).

1 7
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F4.gure 2

TOTAL COMMUNICAT/ON CHECKLIST

Name

Date

Completed by

SECTION I.: READINESS FOR SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATION

Primary Consideratipns

.
.

Does the student indicate wants and needs in any way?

4
Q
g

1801

2:

H
P

g

0

PC 0

1.01 Has facial expression or laughter to indicate Rleasure.
1.02 Has facial expression to indicate discomfört or anger.

,

1.03 Can indicate in some way that they want more of a preferred activity,
food, etc.

1.04 Looks at or gestures to obtain a preferred object, activity, etc.
1.05 Points to' pictures uses manual signs, or says words to express

-
wants and needs.

.

,

Does the student res..nd to reinforcement?
1.11 Refuses some activities or foods.
1.12 Shows preferences for certain foods7

- ,

1.13 -Shows preferences for certain toys, rdcreation items, or activities.
1.14 Shows preferences for certain,people. -
1.15 Positive reinforcement procedures haVe been effective recently

rin a learning situation.?
.

-

,

Does the student exhibit behaviors whichwould interfere with learning activities?
1.21 Is frequently ill.
1.22 Seizures.
1.23 Tantrums.

-

1.24 Displays self-stimulatory behaviors.
-

1.25 Displays self-abusive behaviors.
,

,
----

Does the student exhibit adequate attending skills to warrant structured training? .

1.31 Establishes eye contact with objects and people. -

-qt-

1.32 Follows moving objects with eyes.
1.33 Transfers eye 4aze from one object to another.
1.34 Follows simple instructions like "look" or "wait".
1.35 If not confined to a wheelchair, remains seated in a chair for 2

minutes at a time during a structured activity.
. .

-
DOes the student exhibit cognitive skills prerequisite to language?

1.41 Looks for ob,jects not in sight.
_ -

1.42 Uses objects correctly (such.as playing with toys, brushes hair, etc.)
1.43 Retrieves or looks for a dropped object.

.

1.44 Matches simple objects.
1.45 Show's an understanding of turn -taking'as evidenced by attempting to

imitate motor models.
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Scoring the Checklist

An entry on the Che'Cklist is_rAted by making an "X" in one of the
four columns to the right of the entry. For instance, whdn rating the
entry number 1.21. "Refuses some activities or food", the rater may mark
in a column for "YES", "MARGINAL", "NO", or "NEED FURTHER INFORMATION".
A "YES" rating indicates the rater feels the student consistently refuses
certain food or activities. A "NO" rati g would indicate the student
rarely or never has been observed refusi g anything. /f the student's
reaction to these stimuli is variable; an "X" would be marked in the
"MARGINAL" column. "NEED FURTHER INFORMATION", the final column, can be
marked for several reasons. If the rater-does not have and cannot find
the information to rate a particular entry (such as "Currently performs
some task of daily living which he/she was'unable to do a year ago."),
an "X" should be placed in the final category. If the Student has never
been observed in a situation where the 'behavior was likely to occur
(such as "Matches simple objects."), the final column may need to be marked.
Finally, if there is some discrepency between raters' judgements of the
entry, this final column may also be marked.

Administration of the Checklist

The.Checklist should be completed by a person familiar with the
student witli feedback from the parents or primary caregiver. An interview
method, as opposed to sending a blank Checklist home to be independently
completed and returned, is recommended to obtain parent input. The rater
and parent may not know if the student does all of the behaviors noted on
the Checklist even if they are familiar with the child. The rater may then
do one of two things -- the rater may wait and test the behavior later, or
may quickly probe to check the student's response. For instance, if the
raters do not kno; if the student "gollows moving objects with eyes", a toy
or food could be held up and moved in front of the student's face in order
to observe the response.

Once the Checklist entries have been rated the first time through with
the assistance of the parent, the entire Checklist should be given a quick
review. At this time, note any entries marked "NEED FURTHER /NFORMATION".
Obtain the information needed to mark the entry. For some entries this may
involve administering an Assessment Task or observing the student in a
particular situation. For other entries it may involve looking at the
student's training, school, or medical records. Once the Assessment Tasks,
observations, and record searches are completed, return to the Checklist
and mark the entries according to this new information.



OVERVIEW oF ASSESSMENT TASKS

Purpose of the Assessment Tasks

The Assessment Tasks allow for an indepth formal measure of pafticular
behaviors. They allow, the examiner to objectively measute the student's
responses. DepenOing on which tasks are administered, the frequency,
r'luration or type of responses may be measured. Most Assessment Tasks are
esigned in a structured stimulus-response paradigm so that each recorded
response is observable-and a number-score may be obtained upon completion
of the Task. Other Assessment Tasks require the'examiner to record obser-
vation data for the frequency'of occurrence and theype of response
occurring (vocalizing, use of fine motor movements *play activity, etc.).
These unstructured tasks are also Scored and assigneeknumber score. The
scores from both types of tasks are then assigned a "YEW', "MARGINAL", or
"NO" weight and marked accordingly on the corresponding checklist entry.

The number at the top of the Task corresponds to the entry from the
Checklist. Only those Checklist entries marked by an asterik have an
Assessment Task. 1

Each Asse ent Task consists of a set of instructions and a data
sheet. As often as possible., common data sheets are provided. Many
Assessment Tasks require materials. Each Assessment Task's instruction
sheet,(s) lists specific prerequisite skills fer that particular task,
materials needed, and a task analysis of what both the examiner and the
student must do during the testing. The instructions give specific
information on how to record the student's responses in a way that will
facilitate program planning once the entire assessment is completed. That
is, correctresponses are defined for each task and, where applicable,
partially correct, incorrect, and no responses are also defined. Instructions
are also given on how to score the completed Assessment Tasks in a consistent
fashion.

General Instructions42kLAssessment Tasks

Specific instructions for each Assessment Task are included kn Part 2
of this manual. These instructions address the following issues.

Prerequisites. All of the structured Assessment Tasks require the
student be able to use good attending,behavior,during the testing. This
means he/she should sit quietly, look at the testing material and/or
examiner when asked, and refrain from any self-stimulatory behavior during

In an attempt to cut the length of the TCCA, there are no Assessment TaSks
for Section .I or for most of the Secondary Considerations in any of the
Sections. If necessary the examiner is encouraged to test these skills
using self-designed probes. 17,

20.



the actual triald. IE the student does not exhibit adequate attending for
formal testing, testing may be attempted in a less structured fashion.

All of the receptive language
student be able to signal response
(looking, pointing, etc.). Before
response should be selected and/or

tasks (2.4 and 4.0) require that the
choices to-the examiner in some amnner
administering these tasks, a reliable
taught.

Several of the Assessment Tasks require that the:student already have
or be provided with a way to answer questions. If it is obvious the
student has no means to let you know what he/she is trying to communicate,
those tasks may be omitted. It is often possible, however, to providefthe
student with a temporary, very simple, communication board which will allow
expression of the behaviors being tested.

le
Trial Presentation. Each Assessment Task should be administered with

the student sitting or laying as comfbrtably a* possible, within easy
reach or sight of all materials used in the task. Before each trial, establish
attending. Always allow the student adequate time to respond independently
before providing added helpi

Each task usually consists of ten trials. However, if time permits,
the trials may be repeated for a total of 20 trials. This allows for a
stronger probe of the student's abilities.

Reinforcement. Reinforce all correct responses during the trials of
the structured Assessment Tasks. This reinforcement should consist of the
trainer praising theAtudent happily and showing general affection to him/
her, but may include other reinforcing stimuli, Reinforce prompted
responses if the responses are improvements over previou attempts or if ,

motivation is low. Make no comment following incorrect no responses.
Reinforcement is used during this testing to insure optiinL motivation and
responding.

Scoring. After the student has been given an opportunity to respond to
all ten trials of the Assessment Task being administered, count the number
of each type of response and write this number in the SESSION SUMMARY area
if the scoring sheet.. The SESSION SUMMARY area will yield a "YES", "MARGI-
NAL", or "NO" score which should then be entered on the corresponding
Checklist number.

Some Assessment Tasks require scoring procedures slightly different
from those described above'. These exceptions are provided with the
instructions for that task.

Examiner Flexibility. The TCCA allows the examiner to be quite
flexible. The examiner may choose the materials to be used in testing; the
specific questions or instruction to use when testing; the schedule and type
of reinforcements; which Assessment Tasks to administer; how to pace the
session to insure maxiMum motivation and respondin4 to the tasks; and how
exactly to score each response. If the examiner sees a need, additional
assessment activities may be developed. The examiner may also choose the

21
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signing system and board syétem(s) (display, symbols, response mode) tO

be used during the assessment. If time is not available to administer the

complete TCCA, general decisions can be cautiously based on only. the

Checklist information.

9 9
r,11
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OVERVIEW OF PROFILE

Purposes and Content of the Profiles

The Profile alloWs for a summary display of the data from the
Checklist and indirectly from the Assessment Tasks. AlthOugh the indi-
vidual entries on the Profile can not be compared directly ,to one another,
the completed profiles provide a means for the examiner to visually scan
the student's overall strengths and weaknesses in their development of a
communication s stem. The Profile also provides a way to compare the
student's compe encies across the three modes -- speech, signing, and
board.communicatio Finally, the coversheet of the Profile provideis
space to record he major decisions of the TCCA.

/Completion of the Profile

Complete all identifying information on the first page of the Profile.
.Record all Assessment Task scores onto their Checklist entry.
Complete any entries of the Checklist which are still marked "Need

Further Information".
Count the number of "YES", "MARGINALS", and "NO" entries for each

question on the Checklist. Refer to the coversheet of the Profile to
.determine which Profile area to mark for that'question. Checklist

Example
t-

Does the student exhibit behaviors which
would interfere with learning activities? YES MARGINAL NO

,

1.01 Is frequently ill.
-

. 1.02 Seizures.
.

1.03 Tantrums.
,

1.04 Displays self-stimulatory behavior.
,

1.05 Displays self-abusive behaviors. X

The entries on this question resulted in zero."YES", one "MARGINAL".
and four "NO" scores. According to the second line of the final column on
the coversheet of the Profile, this set of entries results in a "NO" answer
to_tylat question.

Profile Example: 'YES
1.0 Does the student exhibit behaviors

which would interfere with
learning activities?

MARGINAL NO
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/NTERPRETATION GUIDELINES FOR MODE SELECTION

The interpretation of the TCCA is based on the following assumptions:1

Many handicapped students do not possess the primary "communi-
cation" skills necessary to warrant teaching them symbolic.speech,
signing, or board use.

A

Although speech is the most normal of all communication modes,
many severely multiply handicapped students are not able to use
understandable speech.

Signing is often not a functional communication-mode for a
nonspeech candidate either because the motor skills required are
too refined, or because the environment neither uses or under-
stands the signs.

A communication board is frequently the most preferred initial mode
for severely and profoundly delayed students, not only because it
requires a simple motor resimnse but because it allows a very -fr

concrete system of representation, i.e., pictures.'

As stated earlier in this manual, any decisions based on the TCCA
should be made with team and especially parental.input, It may be helpful
to provide copies of this INTERPRETATION section to the team before the
decision is made to help inform and orient the members.

If no team concensus can be reached it may be necessary to conduct -

some diagnostic training over a short period of time in one or more modes
to support the assessment findings.

If the decision is made to use a board for the student,"procede,to
PART 3 of the TCCA.

1 To date it has not been possible to conduct the longitudinal studies
necessary to validate this assessment tool. Therefore, this INTERPRETATION
Section of the TCCA is offered simply as guidelines, possible correlations,
and suggestions on how to use the TCCA information to reach assessment and
training decisions.

24
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Section I: Readiness for Symbolic Communication

Discussion. "Communication" may be definea as the transmission of
ideas and feelings from one person to another. ,:These ideas and feelings
may be communicated by using very simple behaviors such as body positions
and facial expressions or very complex behaviors like writing and talking
in sentences. Speech, manual signing, And communication boards (tO a
slightly lesser degree than speech and.signing) are all complex,systems of
communication. Many handicapped children to not, possess the prerequisite
skills necessary, to use or learn these complex systems.

Section I of the TCCA attempts to identify some of the skills which
are most important to complex communication development.

3
. /Decision Rules. The following guidelines are presented to assist in

interpreting the Section / information.

A student is "ready" for symbolic training if all-five primary
considerations were answered with either all YES, or some combination of
YES and MARGINAL entries. 1

A "NO" answer to either 1.0 or 1.1 automatically excludes the student
from symbolic training. If a student does not currently communicate wants
and needs in my. way, symbolic training regardless of the mode, should be
delayed in preference to training Some less complex communicative behavior.
Likewise, communication training in any form will likely be Aneffective if
reinforcing stimuli have not been identified or developed for a.student.

A "NO" answer to 1.2 may carry enough.weight to independently determine
that a student is not ready for symbolic training. If a student displays
frequent.tantrums or self-abusive behaviors, priority training may need to
centeron extinguishing these inappropriate behaviors before any other
training is attempted:

If the five%Primary Considerations do not clearly indicate that the
student is ready (i.e., all are'MARG/NAL,or a combination of YES, MARGINAL,
and NO), review of the five Secondary Considerations may help clarify the
decision. If most,of the Secondary Considerations Are YES, the student
may be "ready". However, if the majority of these latter questions are NO
or MARGINAL, the decision would be weighted toward the student not being
"ready".

1
During all of this INTERPRETAT/ON Section, mention of the "YES".

"MARGINAL", and "NO" ratings refer to those listed as summary 9n the
Profile. They do not refer to the individual entries on the Checklist.



Section II: Preference for Speech

DiscusSion: Obviously, speech is the most normal of the three modes

under consideration. Nearly all persons in the environment use and under-

stand speech. The system is always available and has an open set of

vocabulary symbols from which to draw content. Although generalization

and maintenance of any mode does not come easily, in theory, speech shOUld

be easier to generalize to new environments and to maintain over time because

of its widespread use. Howerer, speech is frequently not the best mo`de for

severely handicapped vocally limited students.

There are two disadvantages ofeselecting speech for this population.

First, speech is resistant to prompting and shaping procedures. It is

possible to prompt and shape speech using vocal imitation. However,

experience has shoWn that this process may take years! Many students have

gone through years of speech training and it is still difficult for persons

unfamiliar with them to-bnderstand them. It is strongly suggested that

stieech selected as the primary symbolic communication mode only for

students who lready exhibit good imitation of simple spoken words.

The second disadvantage of speech, that is the abstractness of its

symbol system, is a concern for students who have poor discrimination and

memory for auditory stimuli.

Section II data may be used to determine that the student should use

either speech as a primary mode, nonspeech as a primary mode, or speeph

with some nonspeech support. Rarely should the decision be made to

exclusively ignore the student's speech, however. Even if the speech is

not refined enough to be used as the primary communication mode, vocali-

zations can frequently be used to call attention to the nonspeech responses,

or to add to the intelligibility of "approximated" signs.

Decision Rules: Based on the above assumptions, the following guidelines

are offered for interpreting the Section II information.

The student is a likely speech candidate if most of the Section //

questions were answered with either YES or some combination of YES and

MARGINAL.

,The student is not a good
answered NO, regardless of how
who are able to imitate sounds

their training may be slow and
be approximations of the whole

"kukuh" for "cookie").

candidate for speech if 2.1 (Imitation) was

the other questions were answered. Students

but not words may be speech candidates, but

their best responses frequently will only

word (for example: "muh" for "milk", or

Students are generally strong candidates for nonspeech training if 2.2

indicates a large discrepancy between receptive and expressive speech skills

(i.e., if receptive skills are much better than expressive skills resulting

in a NO). Some students rated NO in that category du exhibit some speech

26



HoWever, their speech development has not kept pace with their
comprehension. Itese students would likely benefit from some combination
of speech.plus nonspeech training.

As,with Section /, irthe five PrimarY Considerations in Section II
do not clearly indicate that speech is preferred, review the five Secondary
ConsideratiOns. :LE most of these are YES, speech may.be the best mode for,.
the student. .



Section III: Preference for Signing

. -

Discussion: Once the decision has been made that speech is not,
appropriate as the primary sYmbolic mode for a studenti the relative
advantages of.signing versus a communication board must be consisered.
The advantagesof signing are,.its unrestricted availability and vocabularY.
'A.student using manual signi will generally' be able to produce any messages
at anir time he/she-chooses...However,. unless the listener hot only knos
the signe but knows the same sign sistedi that tbe student is usihgi no
communication will occur. Most of the persons important to the student
(peers, parents, teachers, etc.) must learn signs if this system is to
functioncommunicatively. Unfortunately, this is no small task.
Additionally, the signing student will be unable to communicate with most
'people outside of,sch001 and home .because.the general-public does not know
signing. This "closed audience" feature of signing alone will make this
mode nonfunctional for many students.

Decision Rules: The'following guidelines are offered for interpretinj
the Section III data.- fi

.The student is a likely signing candidate if most of the five Primary
Considerations were answered YES and MARGINAL.

Either 3.0 (Imitation) or 3.2. (Manipulation) MUst be answered.YES if
the student is to be considered a signing candidate. Obviously, imitation
is a beneficial skill. Imitative.mddels can be very effective prompts
during training, and are generally tairly.simple.to fade. However, unlike
speech, signed responses do not require imitation for prompting. Physical
prompts (i.e., total "put-throughs") can be used to teach the sign con-
figurations also:. in order for "put-throughs" to be effective, the student
must allow other people to physically manipulate his/her hande and arms.
If the stUdent is notimitative and will not allow the trainer to manipulate
his/her.hande, it will be very difficult to teach signs.

.4 student is automatically excluded from signing if 3.1 (Uses both
' hands) WaS answered NO. Functional signing vocabularies include many two
.handed.signs regardless of what system is used. Experience-has shown that
students with,limited or.no use.of one hand are frequently unintelligible
signers unless:the "listener" is familiar with the adaptions used.
Signing is restrictive enough in terms of "audience". If ihe audience is
further limited by the student's use of an idiosyncratic one-handed
system, communicationoxill likely be unintelligible in most situations.

If 3.4 (Environmental support) is answered NO, two options are
available to the team. Lack of support can either exclude'the-student
.entirely,from signing or indicate to the team that some environmental
changes need to odour to establish more support for the system.

As with the earlier Sections, the Secondary ConsideratiOns may be used
to clarify any aMbiguous decisions. However if signing is not clearly the
preferred,mode for the etudent, the mode decision should be delayed until
Section IV data oan be compared to Section II/ data.

8
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Section IV:. Preference 'for Communication Board

Discussion: If the student is a nonspeech candidate and signing ip not
clearly the preferred mode, a communication board should be developed. If

after completin4 Section III there_xemains some question about the preference
for signing versus a board,'the results of Sections III and IV should be
compared.

Communication boards are not the answer to all the mode selection
difficulties. This system can severely litnit the student's ability to
communicate for several reasons. .First, boards are often left'in clOsets,
have dead batteries, or otherwise are not accessible to the student. -Next,
the amount_of information which may be conveyed depends on the number of
symbas-on the.board and the board's size. Finally, many listeners avoid
interacting with board users because they do'not'understand what a board
iP, or they do not want to transcribe a coded message, or finally because
.the whole process is too slow.

The student is not to blame for the lack of availability, nor for
listener avoidance. When a board has been determined to be the most immedi-
ately useable symbolic system, it becomes the responsibility of the adults
in the environment to make the board accessible and to take the time to use
it. When the environment supports and facilitates the use of the communi-
Cation board, this mode can, by far, be the most functional of the three
modes discussed. Boards have the distinct'advantage over signs of)being

intelligible to anyone who comprehends pictures Or printed words. The
systems used for the board's symbols can be made Much less abstract than
either speech or signs. This should translate into* less training time.
Finally, students need to only learn one motor response to use a board. If

this one motor response is under stiMulus control, a board sys em can be
developed.

c?,

Decision Rules: The guidelines for interpreting the Secti n IV
'information differ slightly from those given in the previous sections. Most
of Section IV addresses non-skills. That is, many students are board candi-
dates simply because thay are tlnable to use the skills necessary to sign
or speak. However, all board candidates are not "left-overs" or "drop-outs"
from the other modes. The discusSion below should clarify when a board would
be most appropriate before signing or even speech for some students.

The student'is a good candidate for a board if most of Section IV
Primary Considerations were answered with YES and MARGINAL.

With other variables being equal, aboard is preferred over signing if
4.2 (Motorically/communicatively passive) and/or 4.3 (Low cognitive skills
are answered YES or MARGINAL'. This Decision Rule is offered to helpplace

. those students who would most likely require the simple, less abstract
symbol system and/or motor responses with boards.

As with'earlier Sections, Secondary Considerations may be used to
turther define any questionable decision.
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FART 2 : ASSESSMENT TASKS FOR MODEL SELECTION
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.

EXPRESSION OF WANTS AND NEEDS*

Materials: variable, depending on the activity selected.

procedures.:

.2.01

The purpose of this Assessment Task is to identify how the student
expresses a basic want or need spontaneously. Therefore, this Task is"not

administered in a structured, isolated setting. instead, the examiner
attempts to arrange a class activity in such a way that the student must
communicate that he/sheyants or needs sometling.

1. Identify at least one situation to be observed which creates or
involves a dommunicative need. -This nay involve a situation where
access to certain desired items or activities are provided to the
other students, but not to the student being tested. Or, items
may be removed which require the student to participate.in a
certain activity.

2. Set up the situation identified above, then wait to see how the
student responds.

3. /f the student has not requested the desired activity or object
within one or two minutes, the examiner may ask the student, "What,
do you want?".

4. Record and describe the student's response.

5. Observe the student for a total of 5 occsasions: either repeated

identical situations, or several different situations.

Recording:

+ : Correct. Student used an intelllgible spoken wi:ird or words to

express the want or need either spontaneously or after being

asked "What do you want?".

- : Incorrect. Student used an unintelligible word or vocalization,
or said something other than a request few the necessary item.

0 : No response. Student said nothing, even after being asied.'

Examples:

The following two examples are provided to help clarify what type of
situations may be used durja14 the Assessment Task.
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2.01

Example #1. Sandy's favorite food was chocolate
ice cream. As part of a special snack
in'the classroom, all the children were
given chocolate ice cream. The teacher
without commenting, "forgets" to give
Sandy her ice cream. She then sits down
to feed another child, waiting for Sandy
to recognize the communicative need and
initiate an interaction.

Example #2. Kenny enjoys coloring.as a free time
activity. He is seated at a table and
paper is placed in front of him, but
the.crayons are left on the shelf. The
teacher says "You can color now Kenny"
and walks to the other side of the room.
She waits (without looking at him) for
Kenny to recognize the need to initiate
a request for the crayons in order to
participate in the activity of coloring.

* For further information on identifying and/or designing communicative
Situations refer to Klein, M.D., WUlz, S.V., Hall, M.K., Waldo, L.J.,
Carpenter, S.A., Lathan, D.A., Myers, S.P., Fox, T., and Marshall, A.M.
Comprehensive CommunicatiOn -Curriculum Guide. Lawrence, Kansas: Early
Childhood /nstitute Working Faper, 1981 (Environmental Manipulations,

'pages 79-84).

Q
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TCCA

ASSESMENT'TASK

2.01 Expressing Wants_and Needs
with Spoken Words

Student Examiner

2.

3.

4.

5.

Response

Situation Date/Time Description Score

Se*sion Summary

IMO 0

Use the ranges below to enter this score onto the checklist:

7 ti? 10 (+) YES

4 te 6 (+) MARGINAL
,6 tO 3 (+1 _NO

33
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SAYS. SINGLE WORDS CLEARLY 2.02

Prerequisite Skills: Some expressive speech

Materials: 10 common objects

Procedures:

Select 10 objects which the student may either want or need in his/
her daily living. Write one object label beside each iumber (one thrOugh
ten) on the Scoring Form.

1. Establish attending.

2. Hold up the first item and ask "WHAT IS THIS?"

NOTE: If the student is visually handicapped, allow him(her) to feel
'the object before asking the question.

3. Allow, the student time to respond, reinforcing all correct labels.

4. Record the score forthe response, and continue with the next
object.

'Recording,: ,

(4

Correct. Student named thaobject clearly enough.a listener
could .understand the nameswithout Seeing the object being shown.

S :

0 :

Approximated. Student named the object, but not
is some sounds were omitted and/or substituted.

Incorrect. Student named a different object, or
question::

clearly; that

echoed the

No-response. Student retained quiet for more than 10".



ASSESSMENT TASK

2.02 Says Single Words Clearly

Student Examiner

. Date

23^

TCCA

1.

2.

3.

4.

Object,

Response'
Description 'Score

0

aession Summgry

0

Use the range9 below to enter this score onto the checklist:

.7 to 10 correct YES
to 6 correct.4

0 to 3 correct
.MARGINAL
NO

35
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SPONTANEOUS INTELLIGIBLE SENTENCES 2.03

Materials: Stop watch

Procedures:

Observe the student as he/sheinteracts with peers or another teacher
in several activities. The observer should not attempt any other activlty
but data recording during these sessions.

observe for five consecutive minutes each session for four different
sessions to obtain a baseline of the(student's spontaneous speech. It is
recommended that the sessions be held in different settings over four days
(area, people, time, activity changes). Avoid observing during structured
training. Choose instead meal, snack, play, free,' or self-help activities.

1. Place the stop watch on the clipboard. Start the watch.

2. Observe the student for 10 seconds.

3. immediately record the student's utterances heard in that 10"
interval.

4. Listen and observe 10" more.

5. Repeat.the scoring. Continue to observe and record for 5 minutes.'

6. The observer does not interact with the student during the sessions
either to ellicit or reinforce speech.

Recording::

At the end of each 10" interval the type(s) of spoken multi...word
utterances the student should be recorded. Pecord each bode only once per
interval regardless of how many times it occurred during the 10". If the
student was quiet during the entire interval or used only single words,
vocalizations, or babbling, leave that square blank and move on to the. next.

Because straight transcription of the student's speech is difficult
and4ime consuming, all recording is done in code. The codes is described
beidk:

S intelligible utterance. Studt used an understandable utterance
of two or more words at least once during the interval. The
utterance does not need to be grammatically correct nor complete,
simply intelligible.

: Unintelligible utterance. Student used an unintelligible multi -
word utterance at least once during the interval.

3 6
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Student

ASSESSMENT TASK

2.03 Spqntaneou.s Intelligible Sentences

Observer

25

TCCA

10" INTERVALS

Dae . Settiqg Time

1

Dati Setting Time

Date. Eetting Time

.08

Date Setting Time

Session Summary

NOTE: See page of the TCCA Instruction Manual for a Percent Conversion
Table for thesedata. .

Use the ranges below p) enter this score onto the checklist:

70% to 100% (S) with 0% to 35% ($) 'YES
40% to 100% (SY with 40% to 100% ($7 MARGINAL
0% to 35% (SI with 0% to 100% (15) NO
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VOWEL AND CONSONANT IMITATION (SPEECH) 2.11.

,?.12

Prerequisite Skills: Some spontaneous and/or elicited sounds

Procedures:

/. Establish attending.

2. The examiner says "SAY (VOCAL MODEL)", such as "Say ah", or only
"(VOCAL MODEL)", as "ah".

3. Allow the student time to respond.

4. Reinforce correct responses.

5. Record the response description and score.

6. Begin the next trial.

Recording:

+ : Correct. Very close or perfect imitation.

S Approximated. Close, but the sound was not quite clear.

Incorrect. Said something completely different than the model,
or repeated an earlier model.

or 0 : N. res nse Remained quiet for at least 10 seconds.
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ASSESSMENT TASK

2.11 Vowel Imitation
2.12 Consonant Imitation

1,

Student

Date.

27

TCCA

Examiner

Model

2.11.Vowels

Response.
Description Score

1. "ah"/a/(lot)

2. "a"/m/(bat)

3. Meh"/a/(fed)

4. "uh"/.1 / (IT)

"PA/cut)
6. "i"///(Sit)

7. 4Wve/(ate)

8. "u"/u/(to)

9. "6"/o/(toe)

10. "oorAw/(put)

1101011110111111101110

1.,
aimm.gmMg.=

111.11.111.101,

2,12 Consonants'

Response'
Model ,Description Score

1, "bUh"/bA/(bum)

2. "tdh"/tA/(tub)

3. "kuh"/kA/(cut,)

4. Ithuh"/OAM

6. "suh"/sA/(s

6. "mUh"/W(mud)

7. "fuh"/fA/(furi)

8. "chuh"/+/(chug)

9. mruh"/rA/(run)

10. "nuh"/nA/(nun)

wima.,01111

Session SumMarY

0

Session Summary

0

Use the ranges below to enter these Assessment Task scores onto the Checklist:

If the student
responded between:

Mark this entry
on the checklist.

7 to 10 correct (+) YES
4 to 6 correct (+) MARa/NAL
.0 to 3 correct (+) _

NO
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ONE AND TWO SYLLABLE WORD IMITATION (SPEECH)
2.23
2.14

Prerequisite/skills: Some spontaneous and/or elicited sounds; some sound .

imitaiion skills.

Procedures:,

,l. Establish attending.

2. The exaMiner says "SAY (WORD)", such as "Say ball", or. only "(WORD)"
es "ball".

3. Allow the student time 'to respond.

4. Reinforce correct responses.

S. Record the response description ind score.

6. Begin the-next trial.

Recording:

,

: Correct. Very close o perfect imitation; that is, the studenye
imitated the word without omitting'sny sounds and with minizalk
sound substitutions.

: Approximated. ResbOnse contained sound, omissions or substitutions
which resulted in'en unclear response.

Incorrect. Said something comiaetely different than the model.

0 : No response. Remained quiet for more than 10 seconds.

40



ASSESSMENT TASK

2.13 One-syllable Word Imitation
2.14 Two-syllable Word Imitation

Student Examiner

, Date .

, 29

TCCA.

43,0ne-syllable Words

Response
Model Description Score

1. "ball"-

"cup"

"doll"

4. "shoe"

5. "book"

:" 6. "pop".

7.."gum"

8. "no".

.9. "eat"

10. "hat"

2.14 Two-syllable words

Respanse
Model Description Score.

1. "cookie"

2. "Immna

3. "hello"

4. "pencil"

5. "doing"

. "supper"

7. "button"

9. "by0-bys"

"tableiy

Session Summary Session Summary

Use the range8 below to enter these Assessenent Task scor

. If the student
reS onded.between:

4(o)nto the Checklist:

Mark this entry
on this checklis .

A total of la to 7 (+) or (S),
with no mote than half of the
total being.(S) scores.1 YES

10 to 5.approximations (S)
'with no (+) scores. MARGINAL.
A tots; of 4 to 6 (+) or (S),
'with no more than half of the
total being (S) sco s. MARGINAL

.

.

A total 0 to 3 (.4) r (S) NO

41



ISMATIMLSPONTANEOUS SPEECH-

)

Prerequisite Skills: Some spontaneous, unelicite soun

Procedures:

. Obse e the student °veva period of days,
taneous vocalizations used.

2. Ask the parents to record any spontaneous
at home. ,

recording any,spon-

sounds the *child uses

- Select up to 10 different vocalizations from phe two lists.to
present as models in this Assessment Task. The vocalizations
may be sounds, syllables, or words. /f less tlian 10 spontaneous
vocalizations can be identified, the models may be presented .

more than once during 'the task. °

Write, the vocalizations under the "Model".column on the 2.15
data sheet.

5. Administer this Assessment Task ust as described for 2.11/2.12
(see pages 26 and 27).

Recording: ,

+ Correct.. Veiy close or perfect imitation.

S : Approximated. 'Close put the sqund was not quite clear.

Incorrect. Said something completely different than the model,
or repeated an earlier model.

I.

0 : No response. Remained quiet for at least 10 seconds.

et.



ASSESSMENT. TASX

.2.15 Imitates Spontaneous Speech

Student Examiner

Date

31

TCCA

I.

1

.1

I.

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10:

Model
+Response
Description Score,

SessiOn Summary

,

Use the ranges below to enter this Assessment Task score onto the Checklie:

If the student'
'responded between:

Mark ibis entry
on this checklist.

A total of 10 td 7 (+) or (S),.
with no-mOre than half of the
total being IS) scores. YES

10 io 5.approximations (S)
Tifith no.(+) scQkes.' ;

MARGINAL
A total of 4 to S (+). Or 40,.
With no more than half Of ibe,
total being:IS) scores. MARGINAL

A total 0 to 3 (+) or. (S).

4 3
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FOLLOWS SIMPLE DIRECTI1ES COMPARED TO SAYING SINGLE WORDS 2.21

PART I: FOLLOWS SIMPLE DIRECTIVES

NOTE: Because many students may be orthopedically handicapped, two sets
of instructions are listed. Only one set of instructions need tO
be used with any one student.

Materials: Book, comb, chair, door.

ProcedUres:

Most of this Assessment may be ddne informally, during the course of
a structured training session. The instructions should be given in as .

natural a setting as possible.

1. If the situation arises to give any of the instructions to the
student, be sure hel'she is attending to the examiner, then give
the.instruction.clearly with normal loudness and inflexion. The,

examiner should avoid repeating the instruction mOre than once.

2: Allow the student adequate time to respond: Reinforce all correct
respohses. Record the score for the response, then begin the
next trial when convenient.

3. Depending on classroom activities, some situations y need to be
,intentionally "pet up" in order to give the instru ions.

,

. If the instruction involves an object (i.e. 'Comb ,..ur hair"),
'place.the needed object--(comb) in .a group' of ...- essary objects
(ball, book). This requires the student to dtscridinate the object
needed and the action requelsted.

IRecording:

Any trial may be-recorded as:

+ Correct. Student very closely,or perfectly followed the instruc=
tion.

P : Prompted. Student needed an added'cue to complete the response
(e.g. repeated instructions, physical assistance, eta.)

- incorrect. Student followed only part-of the inetructi6n, or-
did some activity other than the one told to do, or echoed the
instruction, or resisted a, physical prompt.

0 : No response. Student madp no attempt to follow the instruction
after at least 10 seconds.

PART II: SAYS SINGLE WORDS'

Instructions for this' part of the Assessment.Task are identical.to
those for 2.02, says Single Words Clearly on pages 22-23.

, If 2.02 has
already been completed, simiole trinsfer the Session Summary data onto the
2.21 Scoring Form:

44
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TCCA

ASSESSMENT TASK

,2.21 F011ows Simple Directives/Says Single Words,-

Student-

Date
,

Examiner

PART Iv Follow Directio

INSTRUCTIONS
PHYSICALLY ABLE

1. "Stand up"

2. "Open door"

3. "Give me book"

4. "Put,

5.; "Open the

ds down"

k"

6: "Comb your ir"

7. "Sit down"

8. "Come here"

9. "Move the chair"

10. "Close the door"

STRUCTIONS FOR:
,msIcAmLY HANDICAPPED

!IPut your head back/down"

"Look,up"

"Open your mouth"

"Swallow"

"Touch my hand"
4

"Smile for me"

"Look at the book"

"Close.your eyes"

imie your hands back"c

low through your nose"

RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION SCORE'

PART I/: Says'Singl

OBJECT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Words

RESPONSE DESCR/PTION SCORE

PART I

PART I/

Session Summary Use the ranges below to score the Checklist
entr :
0 to.2 (+) scores difference
between PARTS I and II. YES

3 or 4 (+) scores difference
between PARTS I and /I. MARGINAL
5 to 10 (+) scores difference
between PARTS / and /I. NO

ot- 45
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RECEPTIVE OBJECT LABELS COMPARED TO.EXPRESSIVE OBJECT LABELS
(UnderStanding versus USe) 2.22

'PART I: RECEPTIVE

Materials: 10 coupon objects which will also be used in PART II of this
Assessment.Task.

Procedures:

Select qny 10 objects the student.sees or uses daily that are small
enough to use on a training table or lap tray. Write one object label
beside each number (one through ten) of thescoring.form.

1. Place three different objects on the table in front ois-the student.
Use the order shown on.the scoring form, paacing the object to
be used in that trial.on the "X" position (e.g., if the scoring
form shows - X - the examiner would place the objects, left to
right, ball/shoe/cup, and would ask for shoe). Direct the student
to watch as you place each object. Visually handicapped students
should be allowed to handle all objects before each trial.

2. Establish attending.

3. Say °SHOW ME (OBJECT)" (e.g., "Show me ball") or some comparable
instruction. Whatever form of instruction is chosen, use this
same form throughout the Assessment Task.

4. Allow the -student 'time to respond. Reinforce all correct responses.

5. Record the score for the response. Relevant comments during this
Task would be what objects were chosen incorrectly, or where the
objects were positioned that were chosen incorrectly. This should
help the examiner see if the student is using a bias in responding.

6. Remove 'the object from in front of the student-

7. Begin the next trial, being careful to use different objects from
trial to trial.

' Recording:

+ : Correct. Student identified the requested object immediately.

P : Prompted. Student needed some added cue to complete the response.

- : Incorrect. Student identified a nonrequested object, or labeled
the object expressively, or echoed the instruction.

0 : No Response. Student made no attempt to match the items.

PART /I: EXPRESSIVE,

Instructions for this part of the Assessment Task are identical to
those for 2:02, Says Single Words clearly on pages 22-23. However,

the eame objects must be used for both parts of this Task (2.22).

4 6
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, TCCA.

ASSESSMENT TASK

2.22 Receptive versus Expressive Object'Labels

Examiner

Date

PART I: Receptive

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

OBJECT- POSITION SCORE

.111041.1/0

11111114.111

X--

-

6. X --

7.

8. X

9.

10. X

411114.1

slowir

X

NOM.

4.0 Of M111111

=11,
imemalowlow

PART II: Expressive

OBJECT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7,"

8.

9.

O.

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION SCORE

11MM,

Session Summary

PART I

PART I 0

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist
entr
0 to 2 (+) scores .differelice
.betWeen PARTS I and II. YES

3 or 4.(+) scoresAifference
between PARTS I and II. MARGINAL

5 to 10 (+) scores difference'

_
between PARTS. I'and II. NO

47
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RESPONDS TO AND SAYS OWN NAME

PART I: RECEPTIVE

Materials: none

Procedures:7

This Assessment should be completed informally throughout the day
whenever it may be functional for the student or'd peer to respond to
their names. Peer's names are intermixed within the Assessment as dis-
criminative stimuli.

0

1. Select a situation where the siddent is not attending to the
examiner. The student May be either. not-attending.during a
training session'or involved in a free or play actiVity.

2. Clearly call out the Student's name.

2.23*

3. Reinforce all correct responses as would be Appropriate to the
context.

4. Record the score for the response.

5. Repeat the trial at a later time in a different situation using
either a peer's or the student's name.

Recording:

Any trial may be recorded as:.

+ Correct. Student showed some recognition to his/her name,
either by turning to look at the examiner, stopping the present
activity, etc. If the trial was of a peer's name a correct
response would involve the student not responding to the name.

: Incorrect. Student responded to a peer's name.

0 : No Response. Student showed no recognition to his/her name.

'PART /I: IMITATION

Procedures:

1. Establish attending.

2. The examiner says "SAY (NAME)", such as "Say Dave", or only "
as "Dave".

NAME



PART II: continued

3.° Allow the student time to respond.

4. Reinforce correot responses.

5. Record the response description and score.

6. Begin the next trial whenever an appropriate situation arises.

Recording:

+ : Correct. Very close or perfect imitation.

s Approximated. Close but sounds were not quj.te clear.

37

2.23

Incorrect: Said something completely different than the Model.

O : No response. Remained quiet for at least 10 seconds.
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Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

2.23 Responds to and Mmitates Name

Examiner

TCCA

PART /: RECEPTIVE

1. Student's name

2. Peei's name

3. Peer'S name

4. Student's name

5.'StUdent's name

6. Peees name

7..Studentis name

8. Peer's name

9. Peer's name

10. Student's name

NAME SCORE

'PART //: IMITATION

1.

2.

3.-

4.

5.

6.

NAME RESPCNSE DESCR/PT/ON SCORE

PART/

PART'//

Session Summary

0 Ir

+ S a

Use the ranges below\to score the Checklist
entry: Subtract theltotal of (+) and (S)

1 ART 11 scores from 0 PART I sCores.
0 to 2 scores difference between
PART //(+ & S) and P;ART / (+). YES
3 to 4 scores differeOce between

I/ (+ & S) and PART M (+). MARGINAL,

NO

_PART
5 to 16 scores' difference between

.PART // (+ & S) and I*RT 1 (+).



RECEPTIVE VERSUS IMITATIVE ,ACTION'LABELS

PART I: RECEPTIVE'

,

39,

2.24

Materials:, Any objedts needed to perform the actions selected for the
Task.

Procedui4i:'

Select!any 10 verbs tO:be tested. Refer to the liSt beloWlor possible
verbs. Other coamon verbs May also te used. Write onewerblabel,beside
each nuMber:(orie t4roUghteit) of the ,scoring form. The verbs selected ne

not involve,object#4.,boweVer..

1. Place at least three different objects in front of the student.
Use the order shown on the scoring form, plading the objedt to
be used'in that trial in the "X" position.: The:other-two objects
are used to InSure 'the student discriiinates the verb, and not
just the object function. That is, if the verb to be.tested tha
trial is"drink" place a cup, a spoono'and a book in front of the
student .before beginning the trial. Xnstruct the student to loo
as you are placing each object. VisuSily handicapped students
Should be allowed to handle all three-objects before each trial

N

2. Use the word as an instruction. That is, say "John, drink".
not sAy "Drink the pop" or "Cut ihe paper". Use only the acti n
word.

If a student is too physically handicapped tO perform the actio s,
simple pictures of persons performing the actions may be used. If

other adults are available, 2 or 3 may engage in different activities
as the student is asked to look at a certain one ("Who is drinking?").

3. Allow the student adequate time to respond, reinforcing all
correct responses.

4. Record the response.
,j

5. Change the objects in front of the student and begin the next
trial.

,

Verb List
blowing cutting laughing
bouncing drawing laying
brushing drinking mopping
clapping driving opening
closing falling painting
coloring folding pasting
combing g1uing pointing
cooking hitting pouring
coughing jumping running
crying kicking shaking

5 1
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PART I: continued 2.24

sitting standing turning
sleeping stirring tying
sneezing sweeping walking
squeezing swinging wasAing
stacking throwing writing

Recording;

Any trial may be recorded as:

+ , Correct. Student very closely or perfectly performed the
action.

P Prompted. Student needed an added cue to complete the response
(e.g.,repeated instructions, physical assistance, etc.)

- Incorrect. Studentiperformed some action other than the one
told to do, or ecfloed the request, or resisted a physical prompit

O : No response. Student made ho attempt to do the action after
at least 10 seconds.

PART //: IMITATION

Conduct this Assessment just as 2.23, PART II. The models given for
imitation are the action labels used in PART I of this assessment (2.24).



Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK--

2.24 Receptive versus Imitative Action Labels

Examiner

43.

TCCA

PART I: Receptive

ACTION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

8.

9.

10.

POSITION, SCORE

X

X

X

X

X

PART II: Imitation

ACTION LABEL MODELED

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

8,

9

10.

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION SCORE

PART I

PART fx

Session Summary Use the ranges below to score the Checklist
entry: Subtract the total of (4.) and (3)
PART II scores from (44 PART I scores.
0 to 2 scores difference between 7

:PoT II (.1. & s) and,PART I (4.), YES
.

3 to 4 sCores difference between
II (4. et S) and PART 1 (+).

NO

'PART iNARGINAL,
5 to 10 scores difference between
PART II (.1. & S) and PART I, (4.).

5 .1
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. RECEPTIVE COLOR AND SIZE LABELS VERSUS SAYING WORDS

PART I:, RECEPTIVE COLORS

2.25

Materials: 5 objects, identical except for color (colored cards may be
used).

Procedures:

Select 5 of any object. The only difference between any of the
objects should be their color. The five objects should each be one of
the following colors: red, orange, blue, green, and yellow. Each color is
to be used twice during the task.

All other procedures used in this task are identical to thosefor
PART I of 2.22, except the examiner should say "Show me (color)",
(e.g. "Show me green.").

Recording,:

Recording is the same as for PART I of 2.22 (page 34).

PART I: RECEPTIVE SIZE

Materials: -Shoo sets of five objects; each set is identical except one is
obviously smaller than the other.

Procedures:

Select two sets of any five objects the student knows, sees, or uses
daily that are small enough to use on the training table. Write each
object label twice on the scoring form, once for MI and once for little«
Scramble the order of the objects used._ Be careful also to scramble which
side the big or little object is placeaibring the trial. See the HO and
(X-) on the form to help you scramble the placement.

1. Place identical objects in front of the student, one large and
one small. Use the order shown on the scoring form, placing,the
object to be used in that trial in the "X" position. Direct the
student to watch as you place each object onto the table. Visually
handicapped students should be allowed to handle all objects
before each trial.

2. After establishing attending, say "Show me, the (size) (object)."
(e.g. "Show me the big ball.").

All other Procedures are identical to those for 2.22, PART I.



Record as described in PART I of 2.22 (PagSs 34 and 35)

PART SAYS .SINGLE :WORDS

Instrubtions for this ,part of _the As6essment Task ire identical to

those for 2.02, Says Single Words Clearly on pages 22-23. If 2.02

has already been completed, simple transfer the Session Summary data onto

the 2.21 Scoring ,Porm. .
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ASSESSMENT TASK

. 2.25 Receptive Color and Size Labels/Saying Single Words

Student

:':Date

.Examiner.

PART I: .,RECEPTION

COLOR POSITION SCORE SIZE OBJECT POSITION SCORE

1. red X -- 11. big -- X

.2. orange ..X -- -- 12. little- . X
4

3. blue . 13. little X --

4, green -- X -- 14. little -- X

S. yellow -- X 15. big 4
6. orange - 16, big

7. yellow .17. little

8: red X - -- -18. little

9. green 19. big

10. blue X -- 20. big

PART II: EXPRESSION

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.,

8.

10:

OBJECT

c,

RESPCNSE DESCRIPTION SCORE:'

t

SessiOn SumMary

PART I

PART II

Use the ranges below io score the Checklist
entry: Subtract the total of (+) and (S)
PART II scores from (+) PART I scores.
0 to 2 scores difference between
PART II (+ & S) and'PART\II (+). YES
3 to 4 scores difference etween
PART II (+ & 5) and PART I. (+).,

. .

MABGINAL
5 to 10 scores difference between-
PART II (+ & S) and PART*/ (+).' NO



limps:ipup NOVEL SOUMDS

A

Materials: Bell, Cymbals, Book Tamborine,(or comparable ndise Makers)

TWo exaMiners '

Procedures:

Select objects for at least five so ds which the student rarely h&irs

in his/her daily environment. The data sheet provides 5 possible Sounds,

but any loud novel sound(s) may be used.

1. One examiner and the student are seated facing one another. The

second examiner stands or kneels behind the student, out of his

field of vision.

. the seated examiner establishes attending with the student. It

is very important that.the student be quiet. Hed1She may be
engaged in some quiet activity if the activity ha's the attention

of the student.

. The second examiner then uses one-of the noise makers to make a -"-

loud sudden sound while the first examiner watches the student's

reaction to the noise. The respónse may be as quick and simple '

as an eye blink, a hand jerk, or an attempt to turn and see the

other examiner., If e student was engaged in an activity priOr

to the sound presen tion, the student may stop the activity for

a moment to attend t the sound.

4. Reinforce.all respqi&ses the student Makes to the sounds. In this ,

task you may either verbally reinforce the student or give a

tangible reinforcer.

5. Record the score for the response on the Scoring Form. Describe

the response under the RESPONSE DESCRIPTION column if desired.

6. The first examiher again brings the student's attention to the

front and the process repeats.

Recording:

Each time the second examiner asks the question, a trial should be

recorded on the Scoring Form. Any trial may be recorded as:

+ Correct. Student indicated in some way he(she) heard the
sounds (the student does not need to locali2e the sound).

: No response. Student made no reaction to the noises.

a.

NOTE: Always try to administer Assessment Tasks in section 2.6 in a

fairly, quiet setting.

57



HEARS LOUD. TALK/110

Materials: Cookie, candy, ball, book (or other motivating objects)

Prodedures:

2.63

Select four objects which the,student likes *(food, toys, etc.)- Place

one object's label in each of the blanks allowed for questions on the .

*Scoring form. Write the student's name in blanks #1 and #4.

4All other procedures for thisTask are identical to those foe 2.61
eXcept the second examiner asks the questions loudly while the first ,
,eXaminer watches the student's reaCtion to the speech. -Also, during this
Task the student may be reinforced for reacting to the speech by being
given the toys'or food.

Recording:

See Task 2.61

HEAPS NORMAL TALKING

Materials: Same as used above .(2.63)

Procedures:

2.64

All procedures for this.Task are identical to those for 2.63 except

.,the second examiner asks the question'in a normal voice (not too soft, but

not too loud).

Recording:

See Task 2.61.
58



, ASSESSMENT TASK

2.61 Loud Novel Sounds
2.63 //Slid Talking

2.64 Normal Talking

stu4ht

Date

LOUD SOUND 1

1. BELL RINGING

2. DOOR SLAMMING

3, CYMBAL CRASH/NG

4. BOOK DROPPING

5. TAMBORINE JINGLE

6. BELL RINGING

7. CYMBAL.CRASHING

8. BOOK DROPPING

9. TAMBORINE dINGLE

10e DOOR SLAMMING

LOUD
TALKING
(NAME)

WANT COOKIE?

HERE'S-THE CANDY

(NAME)

WANT THE BALL?

HERE'S THE BOOK

WANT A COOKIE?

WANT THE BALL?

HERE'S THE CANDY

WANT THE BOOK?

Examiner

47

TCCA

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION

RESpONSE
DESCRIPTION

<Lk

Session Summary

2.61 LOUD NOVEL
2.63 LOUD SPEECH
2.64 NORMAL SPEECH

Norma
SCORE Talking

1. (name)

2, want a cookie?

t3. here's the candy

4. (name)

5. want t'he ball?

6. here's Vie book

7. want a CBtkie?

B. want the ball?

9. here's the candy

10. want the book?

0

SCORE

=11=1,11111

59

RESPONSE
DEhCRIPTION SCORE

Use the ranges below to enter
the scores onto the hecklist.

7 tci lo (+) YES
4 to 6 (+) MARGINAL
0 to 3 (+) NO
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IMITATES MANUAL SIGNS

Procedures:

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05

1 The examiner says "DO TH/S" and immediately presents the adtion
'deseribed on the scoring form fox that trial. Be sure to show
the student the movement you want him/her, ato imitate.. Demon-
strate the action; do not tell him/ her what to do.

2. All the student time to respond, reinforcing all correct
responses.

3. Recotd the,score for the response, describing any approximations
under the RESPONSE DESCRIPTION.

0

4. Begin the next trial.

Recording:

+ 1 'Cdrrect. Student veryclosely or .perfectly followed :the model
within 10 seconds.

S : Approximated, Student wis close but not entirely correct in
imitating the model.

P : Prompted. Student needed an addid cue to complete the,response.

: Incorrect. Student did something completely different than
the model, or repeated an earlier model.

O : No Response. Student remained still for at least 10 seconds.

NOTE: These Assessment Tasks were written using SEE2 signs (Gustason Go,

Pfetzing, D., and Zawolkow, E. Signin5 Exact English,
Silver Spring, Maryland, Moderfi Sign Press, 1975. Available from
National Association of the Deaf, 814 Thayer Avenue, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20910). If another system of signing is used, the
examiner may need to use other signs to control for the differences
in moVement. Instructions for the 5EE2 vocabulary are shown below.

Go

1



Instructions for Signs:

One Handed Signs

49"

DRINK ThUmb on chinf
drink from "C" hand. \

HAPPY BrUsh Middle
of chest upward twice
with flat open hand.

CANDY Twist band,
index finger on cheek.

e

COMB, Claw hand near
side of hair makes a
combing motion.

MILK Squeeze "S"
band in a urlking-
motion.

4%

NU.

.

Two Handed Signs

TABLE Right palm and
elbow bounce on left
arm.

WANT Pull "5" hands
back to claws toward
body.

.,N..:4
$.

.. %

GOOD Palm-in fingers on
chin drop to palm of
left han .

4

i

I
I

:KNIFE Flick H off
twice.

140%/

H WORK Palm-out S arcs
from side-to-side,
hitting back of S.

AlPt
owe..

-or

.... .
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ToUch Signs

MY Place palm on
chest.

STOP Side of right
flat hand Chops into
left flat palm.

41104414111

SHOE Bump "S" hands
together twice.

011
.

SCHOOL Clap hands
twice.

14

,

WATER Tap chin with
index finger of W.

11011/4

i. l 4M .

Nontouch Signs

WALK Flip flat hands LOTION L shakes into
alternately, wrists palm.
stationary.

POWDER SaeC an RADIO R r ses rom
to sprinkle. side to ear, shaking

slightly.

Melt

MOVE Balm-doWn-flat-
O's arc, to right,.
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Signs for Hand Configurations

LOOK Thumb of L at
eye; move forward.

READY R-hands, palm-
out, move to the
right.

4e/

TOILET Shake T.

GO G-hands face each YES Nod Y-hand.
_

other, roll out to .

point forward. '4

A

s
....' .

-

-

63
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Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

3.01 Imitates One-Handed Signs
3.02/4.03 Imitates Two-Handed Signs

TCCA

.N

ExaMiner

3.01 One-Handed
SIGN

. RESPONSE
MODEL DESCRIPTION SCORE

1, dridk

2, candy

3. happy

4, comb

5, milk

6. candy

7, milk

8. drink

9. comb

10. hapliy

wolpftmoonimo

3.02/4,03 Two-Handed
sw$
MODEL 'DESCRIPTION SCORE

\1. table

2. good

3. want

4. knife

5. work

6. want

7. knife

8. table

9. work

10. good MO,IIMMH

Session Summary

0

Session Summary

Use the ranges below to enter these scores onto the Checklist:

3.01 &
3.02

.

4.03
6 to 10 (+) YES NO

-
.3 td 5 (+) with 2 to 7 (p) and (P)

.

MARGINAL.

,

1

,

MARGINAL2 (+) with 6 to 8 (S) and (P)
to 1 (+) with 8 to 10 IS) and (P)_0

All other combinations', NO YES .

NOTE: This ASsessment uses SEE2 signs. The models may need,to be changed

6.4

if another system is used.



Studept.

./
Date

53

TCCA

ASSESSMENT TASK

3.03 Imitates "Touch" Signs
3.04 imitates "Nontouch" Signs

Examiner

3.03 Touch 3.04 Nontouch
SIGN- RESPONSE SIGN. RESPONSE
MODEL DESCRIPTION SCORE MODEL -DESCRIPTION scoRa

1. mY L. walk

2, shOe

3. stop

4. school

5,water

6. schoOl

7. shoe

8. water

9. my

1.0. stop

=1.111

.M111,

mdmmilmoinim

2. mOve-

3. iotion

4: powder.

5. radio

7. lotion

8., poWder

9. waIk

10. radio

Session Summary Session Summary

.N

Use the ranges below to enter these scores ontgethe Checklist:

,
6 to 10 (+) YES
:3 to 5 (+) with 2 to 7 (s) and (P)

MARGINAL(+) with 6 to 8 (JO and (P).,2

0 to 1 (+) with 8 to 10 (s) and (P)
All other combinations NO

NOTE: This Assessment uses SEE2 signs. The models may need to be changed
if another system is used.

65
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ASSESSMENT TASK

3.05 Imitates Signing Hand Configurations

Student Examiner

Date

TCCA

slat RESPONSE
MODEL DESCRIPTION

1. look

2. ready

3. toilet

4. go

5. yes

6. ready

7. yes

8. go

9. look

10. toilet

SCORE

Session Summary

0

se the ranges below to enter these scores onto the Checklist:

6 to 10 (+) YES
3 to 5 (4.) with 2 to 7 (S) and (P)

MARGINAL(+) with 5 tä 8 (S) and (P),2

to.1 01 With 0 to 10 (S) and (P),0
,All other coMbipations NO

NOTE: This Assessment uses SEE2 signs. The models may need to be changed
if another system is used.



TESTING. NOTES. FOR 3.1

55.

The Tasks in Section 3.1 are notimtended to test the student's imitative
or direction following ability. They are meant simply to test the_
student's motor skills. The examiner may use any means available to -
help the student understand what movement to do.

The examiner may want to spend a few minutes with the student before
each task explaining, showing and trying the movement needed for the
trials.

Section 3.1 assesses the hand and wrist movements needed for signing.
It is often important tO know, if the student does the movement incor-
rectly, how close the movement was to' being correct. Written comments
of the actual responses are quite helpful when interpreting the Task
results..

FINALLY 4110111111110111110

The Section 3.1 Assessment Tasks each have two separate testing
procedures. The first procedure involves the examiner attempting to
elicit the response. The second procedure involves observation of the
student's spontaneous mOtor skills. The first procedure is preferred
for Scoring the TCCA because it is assumed that the student will do
better in sign training if the responses can be elicited in some way.
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HAND MOVEMENT 3.11

This Assessment Task has two parts, one to determine how controlled
simple movements of the thumb'and fingers are,,and one to determine
control of independent finger movement. Each part has its own insructions
and scoring form. Scores from both are Combined to determine the Checklist
Entry for 3.11.

ProCedure I (adntrolled ResponSes):

1. 'Place the student in a comfortable position with his/her hands

free.

2. Place the studeirt's hat* as described below for each movement
tested.

. 3.. Give the verbal instruction suggested below or some other cue
to student that he/she is to perform the specified movement.

4. Allow the student 5 seconds to respond, reinforcing all correct
responses.

5. Score the response on the sboring form, describing any IS)
responses..

6. Begin thanext trial, completing 10 trials with the right hand.

4.4

7. Repeat tbo procedure using the left hand. Score each hand

separatelk on the scoring form.

Recording:

: Correct. Within 5 seconds after the instruction the student
gave the movement as described in the following Table.

a Approximated. Student's fingers assumed only part of the0

movement.

: Prompted,. Student redponded as described in Table only after
being given soma help from the examiner.

Incorrect. Student was unable to do the movement, or moved
the hand in another way, or took longer than 5 seconds to
respond.

1

0 : No Pesponse. Student made no attempt to respond in any manner.

66'



Procedure II Spontaneous Responses):

If the student scores all () or (0) trials, the examiner maY
observe th s behavior during other dsily activities for the
finger thumb tov s tested.

Recording:
-

* Spontanedus. 'Examiner observed at least two times when the'
student's hand made the movements. .
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TABLE 2

MOVEMENT
HAND PLACEMENT
. BEFORE TR/AL INSTRUCTION,

Thuthb Out

(at least I inch)
Place hand
(and hold in
Tösition as .

necessary) palm
down, thumb
against palm
side off ,index
finger,

"MoVe your:
humb out"

ALTERNATE
CUES
z

Thumb In Place hand (andz
hold as nesded)
rialm downi-thUmb
held away from,

Paint:

"Move your
thumb in"

"Do this.."

Place smallmobject
between thustb and
hand to be grasped
by moving thumb in.

Thumb Up From Place hand (and "Move your
Table Surface hold as needed) thumb up"
(at least I inch) ,palm'up, thumb

held flat on "Do this:."
table surface.v

Place -6011 object
on open palth for
student to grasp by
moving:thumb up and
down.

Thumb Down. Place hand palm
up, with thumb
above the palm.

"Move your
thumb down"

"Do this.."

ThumbtTouches \ place hand open
Little Finger ,palm up.

"Touch your
thumb";

"Do this. "

Place a bit of candy
on tip of little
finger,:

Makes a Fist Hold hand open,
all fingers
extended.

"CloSe yoUr
hand"

-."Do this..

Place toy or edible
in opemhand to

Straightens
Fingers

Hold hand in
closed fist;

"Open your
"band" ,

"Do' this .. "

Place an object just
out of reach which
student willsreaéh
for.

Presses Fingers
Together

Place hand palm
down, angers
spread.'

"Put your Observe student
fingers putting on a
together" mitten,

"Do this.."

Spreads Fingers. Place hand palm
Apart , down, fingerg '

preese together,

"Spread your
fingers.
apart"



ASSESSMENT TASK

3.11a Finger and Thumb Movement
4.02 Mmitates Finger Movements

stiident Examiner

Date

RSSPONSES ON-THE RIGHT .RESPONSES ON THE LEFT

gESPONSE RESPONSE

MOVEMENT, DESCRIPTION SCORE DESCRIPTION SCORE

Thumb Up 3. 3..

Thumb Down 4. 4 ,

Thumb to 5.

Little Finger

Makes a Fist

: )

Straightens:-

Fingers

Presses Fingers
Together

Spreads Fingers
Apart

Makes a Fist 10.

8.

10.

'RIGHT
LEFT

SesSions Summary

0

Combine scores for 3.1Ia and 3.11b before:scoring Checklist Use the ranges
below to score the Checklist.

3.3.1b

For each
-hand

12 to 20 (+) % YES

,4.02

NO

For '

one
or,

both
hands

6 to 10 (,+) with:4 to 14 (S) and (P),
.

.

MARGINAL MARGINAL
4 (+) with 12 to 16 ('S) an4 (P)
0 to 2,(4.) with 6 to20 (S) and (P)

,

AIL-other coMbinationS 'YES

71



INDEPENDENT FINGER MOVEMENT -3.11b

Materials: None

Procedure / (Controlled Responses):

1.- Place the student in a domfortible posi,tion with his/her hands
free.

2. The examiner will demonstrate each of the jfive following mov(ements
andThay, "Do this". Any other instruction may be used to he\tpl the
student understand that he/she is to imitate the 'movement with the
right hand. Before each movement is shown the examiner may .

physically put the student's fingers 'through the correct response.

3. Allow the student 5 seconds to respond, teinforcing all correct'
responses.

4. Soore the responses on the scor form, describing any approximated
or prompted responses.

5. Test eaoh movement twice, completing 10 trials with the right hdrid.

41:6

6. Repeat the procedure using the left hand. Score each hand
separately on thesCoring forn'

r

This Task usei five &Ind configurations similar to those used for
alphabet letters. The movements are described below:

. Thumb up with the-other four fingers in a fist.
Looks like in "A" hand with the thumb up.

Index finger up with the other four fingers in a fist.
Looks like a number "1" hand..

c. Indeic.finger and thth IL out

Looks like an "L" hand.

: Little fingers up with the
LOoks like "I" hand.

_ e.

with the other-three..kingers in A fist.

otherfour fingers in a fist.

Index finger sand middle finger
fist. Looks like an IA" hand.

RecOrding:,

: Correct. Within_5 seconds after-the instruCtion the student
made the correct hand movement.

'ptompted.. Student reSponded as:desOribed,:above only after beincj
given.:sothe help from the examiner.

up with the other three fingers in a
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S : Approximated. Student's hand assumed only part of the correct

response.

P : Prompted. Student responded as described above only after being
given some help from the examiner

- : Incorrect. Student was unable to do the movement or moved the
hand in a different manner, or took longer than 5 seconds to
coulete the movement.

O : No Response. Student made no attempt to respond in any manner.

Procedure II (Spontaneous Responses):

If the student scores all (-) or (0) trials, the eximiner may observe
the Etrudent's behaviors during other daily activities to see if he/she will

do any of the 5 movements spontaneously.,

Recording:

* : Spontaneous. Examiner observed at least 3 of the 5 items.
(Write on the form what the items were and which hand moved).

0

e5.

I.

73-
If°
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Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

.3.11b Independent Finger. MovemeAt
4.02 Mmitates Finger Movements

Examiner

TCCA

MOVEMENT

Letter "A"

Number "1"

Letter "L"

Letter "I"

Letter "H"

Letter "L"

Letter "H"

Letter 7A"

Number "1"

Letter "I"

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

t.

9.

10.

RESPONSES ON THE RIGHT.

RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION .SCORE

1.

2,

3.

4.

s.

6.

7.

9.

9.

10.

RESPONSES ON THE LEFT

RESPONSE.
DESCRIPTION tCORE,

mml.111,

Session SuMmari

RIGHT

LEFT

CoMbine scores for 3.11a and 3.11b before scoring Checklist. Use the ranges

below to score the Checklist.

. ...,

30.1b 402
For'each
hand

12 to 20 (+)
.

YES NO

For
one
or
both
hands

6 to 10 (+) with 4 to-14 (S) and (P),

MARGINAL MARGINAL
.

4 (+) with 12 to 16 (S) and (P)
0 to 2 (+) with 6 tp 20 (S) and (P)
*

All otherooMbinations NO YES

74
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MOVES ELBOW 3.12

NOTE: this movement would be needed for pointing, signing, and possibly

button pressing.

.

Materials: A table or wheelchair tray on which the student can rest his/

her arm.

Procedure I (Controlled Responses):

1. The student should be positioned in a sitting poisition next to

the table or tray with his/her'right arm resting on the surface.

2. For the "bends elbow" trials the examiner shoul4 straighten the

student's right arm at the elbow joint as much as possible without

forcing it. Ftlr the "straightens elbow" trials the'examiner

places the arm in a bent position.

3. kace a desirable object (toy, edible, etc.) in a lbcation on the

table that will require the complete bending or straightening

of the elbow to touch the object. For example, if the student's

arm is straight out in from of him, place the object close to his

-body so that the only way to touch, the object is to bend the elbow.

4. Say "TOUCH THE (OBJECT)" (e.g. "Touch the ball"). The examiner

may show the student what to do'if necessary. Also, the examiner

may physically help the itudent through the Correct movement before

the trials begin as a learning procedure if the student does not

appear to understand what is to be done.

5. Reinforce all correct responses. (An effective reinforcer for

. this Task is often to give the student the item touched. If

food or drink are used give the student only a little bit after

each trial.)

6. Score all responses describing any Prompted or approximated

responses.

7. Begin the next trial, repeating this procedure for a total of 10

trials.

8. Run 10 trials with the left arm. Score each arm separately on

the Scoring Form.

Recording:

5

Correct. Student moved the elbow in at least a 90° arc'within

10 seconds following the examiner's instructions.

Approximated. Student moved the elbow less than 90° within 10

seconds following the instruction.

Efr
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Procedure I: continued 3.12

P i Prompted. Student nvëd the elbow in at least a 900 arc within
10 seconds after receiving some physical assistance from the
examiner.

Incorrect. Student's arm does not bend or straighten in a 900
arc, or moved in another wrong direction; or took longer than
10 seconds to respond.

O : No response. Student made no attempt to move.

Procedure I/ (Spontaneous Responses):

If the student received all (-) dr (0) scores on the.controlled
responses, the examiner may observe the student's behavior at another time
during the day _for the possibility of a spontaneous elbow-movement. /f
the examiner observes at least 2 spontaneous movements, the score may be-
recorded on the Scoring form in the "Spontaneous" box.

Recording:

* : Spontaneous. Examiner observed at least two independentoelbow
straightening or bending movements that were close to 90 arcs
at any time during the day.



ASSESSMENT TASK

3.12 Moves Elbow

Student Examiner

Date

MOVEMENT

Bends'

Straightens

Straightens

RIGHT ELBOW
.RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION eSCORE

1.

LEFT ELBOW
RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION SCORE

1.

2. 2.

3.

,Bends 4.

Straightehs 5. 5.

Straightens 6. 6.

Straightens 7. 7.

,Bends a. 8.

Bends 9. 9.

Bends 10. 10.

Session Sunraary

=6.1.1...11.110.1111....41melimm.1..1.101170111NIMINNEw

RXGHT

trrir

'VW

Use the ran es below to score the Checklist
roR EACH
ELBOW

J

6 to 10 (+) YES

FOR ONE
ELBOW

.

6 to 10 (+)
,

.

MARC/NAL

r

FOR ONE
OR

BOTH
ELBOWS

3 to 5 (4) with 2 to 7 (S) and (r)

2 (+) with 6 to s (s) and (P)
.

0 to 1 (+) wi h 3 to 10 (S) and (P)

All other combinations 77 NO
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WRIST MOVEMENT'

Procedure I.(Centrolled Responses):

3.13'

1. Place the student's right forearm on the table as described in
the Table. The student's arm should not leave the table's
surface during the trials. It may be necessary for the examiner
to place his/her hand over the student's forearm to insure its
stability.

2. Give the verbal instruction for that tiial (Table 3) or use
some other cue to elicit the response.

3. Reinforce the response if correct.

4. Score and/or describe the response 'on the scoring form.

5. Begin the next trial, comrleting 10 trials with the right band.

6. Repeat the procedure usirg the left hand. Score each haild
separately on the scoring form.

TABLE 3

MOVEMENT
ARM PLACEMENT
BEFORE TRIAL

Turn palm up Place forearm
_(touch most on table, Palm
of palm back: down
to table)

ALTERNATE'
INSTRUCTION curs

"Turn your
hand up"

"Do this.%."

Turn palm'
down

place forearm
'on table, palm
up

"Turn you
hand over"

"Do this..."

Place tOy or"
food beside
palm for
student to
touch.

Bend wrist
up (at least .

45 )

PlaCe forearm
on table, palm
down

"Raise your
hand"

Place toy or
your'hand
above the
student's hand.

Bend wrist. Place forearm "Put your Place toy
back (down with wrist at hand down" below student's.
at least 45 ) edge so hand

extends beyond "Do this..."
hand.

°the table. Palm
should 1w løwn :
uold )iiiud so

wrist in.
straight.



Recording:

Correct. Within 5 seconds ot the
pleted the wrist movement.

Approximated, Student turned the
back of the hand was touching the
part of the way over).

67

instruOtion the student com-

hand-so only part of the
table top (hand only turned

: Prompted, Student responded as described above only after,
being given some help from the eXaminer.

Incorrect. Student was unableto turn the hand over, or moved
the hand in another way, or took longer than 5 seconds to
respond.

0 : No Response, Student made no attempt to turn the hand over.

Proceddre II (Spontaneous Responses):

If the student scores all (-) or. (0) trials, the examiner may observe
the student's behaviors during other daily activities for ?t possible
movement of the hand turning or bending.

Recording,:

* : Spontaneous. Examiner observed at least'tWo times when the
stUdent moved the wrist.
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Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

3.13 Wrist Movement

Examiner

..TCCA

RIGHT WRIST LEFT WRIST

RESPONSE,
DESCRIPTION

RESPONSE
SCORE DESCRIPTION SCORE

Bends Wrist 1. 1.

Back

Turns Palm 2. 2.

Up

Turns Palm 3. 3
Down

Bends Wrist
Back,

4. 4.

Turns Palm 5. 5.

Down

Bends Wrist 6. 6.

Down

Turns Palm 7. 7.

Up
MINI.1.111101.MIA

Turns Palm 8. 8.

Up

Bends Wrist . 9. 9.

Down

Bends Wrist 10.

Back
011.01.0101111.1.

SESSION SUMMARY

P n, *

RIGHT

LB T

_.-

. 11...'

Use the r n es below to score the Checklist
R EACH

WRIST
6 to 10 (4.) VP(1

FOR ONE
NDITT

6 to 10 (4.)

NARGINALPOR ONE
OP
BOTH

WRISTS

3 to 5 (4) with 2 to (8) and (P)

.

2 (4.) with 6 to 8 ( ) and (P)

0 to ./ (+) with 3 to 10 (0) ana CP)

*

A/1 other combinations NO



SHOULDER MOVEMENT

69

-3.14

NOTE: This movement would needed.for pointing, signing and possibly
for using%a switch o button press.

Procedure I (Controlled Re nses):

1. Place the student i a comfortable sitting position with his/her
right arm in the pl cement described in Table

2. The eXaminer should hold a toy or edible as described in Table
for the student to ouch. The toy should be far enough away that
the student will ha e to reach for it. The examiner should then
.say "Reach for the Object)" (e.g., "Reach for the ball.").

3. observe and record a 1 responses. Describe all approximated
responses.

Reinforce correct re ponses and also those in which the student
tried hard to comple e.

. Begin the next trial completing 10 trials with the right arm.

6. Repeat the procedure using the left arra. Score each arm'
separately on the sc ring form.

Recording:

: Correct. Within 5 seconds after the instruction the student
moved his/her arm s described in the Table and Figure

S : Approximated. Witlin 5 seconds aftnr the instruction the'student
raised his/her ar at the shoulder only part of the way up to
horizontal.

P : Prompted. Otuden responded as described in Table after
being given' physical help from the examiner.

Incorrect. Studenit was unable to lift'the arm while trying 'to
do so, or moved another body part, or took longer than 5 seconds
to respond.

O : No resRonse. Student maddOno attempt to move the arm.

Procedure It (Spontaneous Responses):

If the student scores all (-) or (0) trials, the examiner may observe
the student during any daily activity for-the ability to raise the arm forward.

Recording:

SpontaneoUs. Examiner observed at least two times when the
student lifted the arm at least part way up (nate on the scoring
form if it was'the right arm or the left arm).

s
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TABLE 4

ARM PLACEMENT
MOVEMENT BEFORE TRIAL.

OBJECT PLACEMENT
BEFORE TRIAL

Raises arm
parallel to
the floor.

Arm in lap or
down to student's
side (not resting
on table).

Object at shoulder height
in front, far enough away
and up that the student
will have to reach for it.

Moves arm across
midline to chest.

'Forearm Op table
close to side at
right Angle to body.

Object placed on table
opposite the arm being
tested.

Returns arm from
chest across
midline to side.

Forearm across in
front of chest.

Object placed on table
in front Of arm (shOulder)
being tested.

Figure 3



3.14 Shoulder MOvemen

Examin

11,

.

RIGHT.SHOULDER LEFT SHOULDER.

MOVEMENT
RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION
RESPONSE..

SCORE DESCRIPTION . scoRt

1104ses Arm

e

1. 1.

Aim to Chqat 2.

Arm Away 3. 3.

From Chest

Raises PamL __, 4. 4.

Arm to- 'chest 5 . 5.

Arm AWay 6.

From Chest

Raises Arm 7. 7.

Arm Away .

FrOm.Chest

_Arm to CheSt 9., 9.

Raises Arm 10. 10.

'Session Summ4ry

-RIGHT

LEFT

se the r n es be ow to score the Chec list .

FOR EACH
ARM

6 to 10 (+) YES

FOR ONE
ARM

6 to 10 (+) .

MARGINALFOR ONEi
OR f

BOTH
ARMS

3 to 5 (+) w4th 2 to (S) and (P)
,

2 (+) with.6 to 8 (S).and (P)

0 to 1 (+)-with 3 to 10 (S) and (Pr

, .

83
All Other combinations NO



Procedures:

. All procedures for this Task are the same as for.Task 3.11b except
that now the student's hand'is molded by the examiner into the cohfiguration
being test d. In this Task (3.21 and 3.22) , the student s not given an
opportunity t respond.to a model or instruction. Also because this Task'
involves the tudent's response to a physical prompt, Procedure II of
Task 3.11b (i.e., spontaneous scoring) is irrelevant here. '

cRecord

: Correct. Student allowed examiner to completely manipulate
his/her fingers into position..

Incorrect. Student would not allow ,the manipulation or
exhibited physical'handicaps which interfered with the movement.

8,1.



Student

Date

73

TCCA'i

ASSESSMENT TASK

3.21 and 3.22 Manipulated:Ili** ..Moveient.

.R)
:"

Exaihinero

'MOVEMENT

RESPONSES ON,THE RIGHT
.4;

RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION SCORE

. ,

RESPCHSES ON TIlE LEFT

RESPONSE:
DESCRIPTION SCORE

Letter "A" 1.' 1.

Number "1" 2. 2.

Letter "L" 3.
3.

Letter "I"' 4.
4.

Letter,"H" 8._
cC

5.

Letter "L" 6.
6..

Letter "H" 7.
7.

Letter "A" 8.

Number "1" 9.

Letter "/" 10. lo.

Session Summary

3.21 .Bight Hand

3.22 Left Hand

Use the ranges below to score the Checkliat:

7 to 10 (+) .YES

4 to. 6 (1!) MARGINAL

0 tc 3 (+) NO



MANIPULATED WRIST, ELEOW, AND-SHOULDER MOVEMENTS

procedures:

Procedures for this Task are baically:the same as those for;3.12,
3.13, and 3:14 except that now the student's writs, etc. are physically
Put through the movements-to see how the student responds to a physical
prompt. Also since no spontaneous responding ie Possible'with this Task,
no (*) recording is used.

3.23
3.24

Recording:

: Correct, Stuaent allowed exanilber to completely manipulate
the arm or wrist into position.

- Incorrect. Student would not allow the manipulation or +has a
physical handicap which inhibited the movement.

&6*
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ASSESSMENT TASK

3.23 & 3.24 Manipulated Wrist Elbdw, and Shoulder Movements ,

75

TCCA

Student Examiner .

Date

MOVEMENT

Turns'Palm Up 1.

3:23 Right Side 3.24 Left Side

RESPONSE RESPONSE

DESCRIPTION SCORE DESCRIPTION SCORE

1.

Turns Palm Down 2.

Bends Wrist Up 3,

Bends Wrist Back 4. 4.

Bends ElboW 5. 6.

Straightens Elbow

Raibes Arm.

6.

7,,

'6. ,

7.

.2

Arm Across Chest 8. 6.

Return Arm Across Chest 9. 9.

Eeturn Arm Across Chess 10. 10.

Session Summary

13.23 RIGHT
3.24 LEFT

Use the ranges below to sdoie the CheckliSt,

7 to 10 (4) YES
4 to 6 (+) MARGINAL
Q to' 3 (+) NO

87
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SIMULTANEOUS mANIMATIONS

Procedures: ,

1. Place the student in a comfOrtable position with hands and arms
free.

2. Examiner physically puts the student through the five signs listed
below.

- 3. Reinforce each correct responbe.

4. Score each trial.

-5. Test each manipulation twice, completing 10 trials.

The signs/configurations using simultaneous hand and arm movements
used in the Task are:

SHOE

TABLE

WANT

MOVE

Bump "S" hands together
twice.

Right palm and elbow bounce
on left arm.

Pull "5" hands back to
claws toward body.

Palm doWn flat "0" hands
arä to riOt.

8 8



ASSESSMEiFT TASX

3.25 Simultaneous Manipulations

Student

Date

Examiner

.77

TCCA

RESPONSE

MOVEMENT DESCRIPTION SCORE

1. shoe

2. table-

3. walk

4. want

5. move

shoe

7. table

8..waik

9. want

10. move

Session Summary

a

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

7 to 10 (4) *-YES:

4 to 6 (+) MARGINAL
0 to 3 (+) NO 0

89
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'REQUESTS BY PDXNTi4d TO DESIgED OBJECTS

-
Materials: Five preferred objects or foods

Procedures:

Select any 5 items which the student prefers over others.. These may
be food, drink, toy, or entertainment items. Write the objects used on
the upper portion of the scoring form.

1. Set the items out of the student's.reach,.but still in sight.
Often the student may need to be given a short opportunity to
sample each item before testing begins. '

2. Ask the student rWhat do you want?".

3. Allow the student time to respond.

4. Ignore incorrect responses, pausing a few moments before the
next trial.

5. Prompt the response if none occurs.

6. . Immediately give the student any item requested. Allow him/her to
use the item for a short time, then request its return (except
for food or drink, of coursOt..4 It is entirely possible the
student will request the same item repeatedly. These are still
correct responses.

()

7. Record the respon$e, then replace the'requested item to the group
.(pour more drink,-etc0A

. Ask again, rWhat do you Want?".

NOTE: If the student points to -ark item before the examiner asks "What do
you want?", this response is reinforced and recorded also as a (+).

Recording:

+ . _ Correct. Student pointed to one of the objects.

P Prompted: Student pointed only after an added cue was given.

: Incorrect, Student give-sgme out Of context response.

0 : No response. Student made no attempt to respond.

Do



REJECTS 0 B4gcT EY. PUSHING OBJECT'AWAY. 3.33

Materials: Five objtcts which are aversive or non-reinforcing to the
student.

Procedures:

This task is completed exactly like 3.32 except that nonpreferred
objects (vinegar, sand, medicinal mouth wash, etc.) are offered, and the
objects are offered to the student one at a time. That is, if the student
requests lAny of the items, he/she should be given some.

Recording:

All recording is identical to 3.32 except a correct response is when
the°student used some type of hand gesture to indicate reection of the
items.

.\
(7

91
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OBJECTS USING NATURAL GESTURES

Materials: Five preferred objects or oods.

Procedures:

This task is completed exactly
the type of response the student is
The gesture should be more abstract
food or drink, the student may touc
the student may make a bouncing mot

Recordinq.:.

ike 3.32..: The onli, difference involves
pected to uSe to reqiest the itemS.

than a point. For example,:to request
their mouth or to request a.ball.
on.,

: Correct: Student use. some type of gesture other than pointing
to request an object r activity.

S : Approximated. Stud t simply pointed to the desired object.

P : Prompted. Student sed a gesture only after'an added Cue was
given.

Incorrect. Student gave some out of context response.

O : No response. Student made no attempt to responci.



.4i$SESSMENT TASK

3.32 Requests by Pointing.te:Objects
3.33 Rejects ObjeCts

3.34/4,13 UseS Natural Gestures

Student Examiner

Date

Objects 1) 4)

2) 5)

3)

A

SCORE

4

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

T

Session Summary

-
3.34
S P _

_

Use the below to score the Checklist:

3.32-3434, 4.13
7 to 10 (+) irES NO
4 to 6

. (4.) :MARGINAL _MARGINAL
0 ter 3 (+)

-
NO yEs

.

3
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FOLLOWS DISTANT MOVEMENT 3.62

Prerequisites! Sitting.(or.if physically handicapped, pAitioned upright)

Materials: Preferred object or toy

Procedures:

1. -The student should be seated in a fairly large room.

2. The examiner assumes the beginning position described on the form.

3e Establish attending. The student must look in the examiner's
direction shortly before the movement begins.

4. Move as directed by the scoring form, being careful to make as
little noise as possible while moving.

5. Observe the student's response, reinforcing any correct responses.

6. Record the response and go on to the next trial.

Recording:

Each time the examiner goes through the motions described on the data
sheet, a trial should be recorded. Responses are recorded as follows:

: Correct. Student visually followed the entire movement.

S : Partial. Student followed only part of the movement.

O : io response. Student did not attend to the examiner.



ASSESSMF111LpSK

362 Follows Distant Movement

Student Examiner.'

Date

TCCA

1. Walk, fro8 feet in front, toward
stUdent

2. Walk, irom 8 feet in front, from
left to right

3. Hold.hands above headl_kneell
hands down; rise; hands up

4. Holding favorite toy, walk 8 feet
in front from left to right

S. Sit in chair, 8 feet to slight right of
student; stand; walk away froin chair;

return to chair; sit
6. Walk from directly in front of

student to 8 feet away
7. Walk, from 8 feet in front, from

right to left
8. Hold hands above head; kneel; hands

down; rise; hands up
9. Holding favorite toy, walk 8 feet

in front from right to left
10. Sit in chair, 8 feet to slight left of

student; stand; walk away from chair;
return to chair; sit

ESPONSE DESCRIPTION -SCORE

...,1

Session Summary

1

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

1,6 to 10 (+), YES

3 to 5 (+) with. 2 to 7 JS)
MARGINAL2 (+) with 5 to 8 CS)

_
0 to 1 (+), with 8 to 10 (S)
All other combinations NO
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FOLLOWS CLOSE MOVEMENT'

Prerequisites: Positioning to allow eye and/or head movement

,3.63

Materials: Ball, bloOk, cookie, can, book kleenex, comb, doll, cup, spoon

Procedures:

The scoring form describes activities with ten objects. Any 10
objects may be used which are fairly large pnd motivating to the student.

1. The student and examiner should be seated on the floor or at a
table.

Wait until the student is quiet. Direct him (her) to be still if
necessary.

3. Perform 1e activity as described on the data sheet. Verbal
dire ctiozJ such as "Look at the cookie" may be given to the child
as each object is presented.

4. Observe and record the student's response.

5. Reinforce correct responses by allowing the student to eat q; play
with the object before the next trial.

pecording:

Bee task 3.62

NOTE: The Assessment Task remains almost identical to the one written by
Campbell.



ASSESSMENT TASK

3.63',Vollows ClOse Movement

Student Examiner

Date

"05

TCCA

1. Move ball at the student's eye level
horizontally from the right slowly to
the left .

2. Move.block at the student's eye level
horizontally from the right slowly to
the left

3. Move cookie iat the student's eye level
horizontally from the left slowly to
the right

4. Move cupLat the student's eye level
horizontally from the left slowly to
the right

5. Move car midline to the student
vertically from student's waist to
above head

6. Move spoon midline to the student
vertically from student's waisiT,o
above head

7; Move book or magazine midline the
student vertically from abov student's
head down to waist

8. Move kleenex midline to the student
verticilly from above student's head
down to waist

9. Move comb diagonally from the
student's lower left to upper

right
10. Move doll diagonally from the

student's lower right to upper

left

RESpONSE DESCRIPTION'. soma

411.111.111111111

Session Summary

Usethe ranges below'tO score the Checklist:

r6 tO 10 (4) YES
'3 tO 5 (-0 with 2 to 7.(S)

MARGINAL2 ( ) with 6 to 8 (S)
0 to 1 (4.) with 8 to 10 (S)1 ...

All other combinations NO



Materials: One large sheet of paper (at least 15" by le") and some small
objects such as peanuts, marbles, etc.

Procedures:

Select any number of small objects to be used in this task. ,The most
preferred objects are less than 3/4 inch in size and have some reinforcing
quality for that student.

1. The student and examiner should be seated on the floor,or at a
table. The student's face should be at least 10 inches from the
working surface where the objects are to be placed.

Hold the large sheet O'f paper between the student and the examiner,
to hide t1.0 table surface.

3.. Place theirsmall object randomly to the'surface behind the paper.
The studenthshould not see where the object is placed.

4

4. Remove t e paper.

5. Ask "Wh els the (object)? (e.g. "1Where's the candy?").

6. Allow tliie student enough time to respond.
4

7. Record/the response.

8. Reinfogpe the correct responses.

9. Begin,.4he next trial, placing the small objectin a different
location each trial.

Recording:

Each
should be

tirde the student is asked to locate the small object a response

recorded.

Each trj.al is recorded as follows:

+ : Correct. After being asked "where", student pointed to, touched,
picked up, or looked directly at the object, or before being
asked, student found the object.

P : prompted. student 'required an added cue to complete the
,iresponse, such as the examiner moving a hand generally over
ithe surface area, etc.

O : No response. Student shoWed no indication of seeing the object
ir



ASSESSMENT TABK

3,64 SeeS Sma11Vjects

Student ptaminer

Date

1.

2.

3.

-4:

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

OBJECT SCORE

Setsion Summary

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

6 to 10 (+) YES

3 to 5 (+) with 2 to 7 (P)
MARGINAL2 (+) with 6 to 8 (P)

0 to 1 (+) with 8 to 10 (s)
.

All other combinations NO
,
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IMITATES PINE movrastrrs

Materials: Poker chip, '2" button, zipper, spoon, crayon, dial phone,
knob for turning, bottle with lid, tube of toothpaste, book

Procedures:

1. The examiner says "DO THIS" and immediately presents the action
described on the scoring form for that tiial. Be sukto show
the student the movement you want him/her to imitate. Demon-
strate the action; do not tell him/her what to do.

2. Allow the student time to respond reinforcing all correct
responses.

3. Record the score for the response, describing any approximations
under the RESPONSE DESCRIPTION column.

4. Begin the next trial.

Recording:

: Correct. Student very closely or perfectly followed the model
within 10 seconds.

S : Approximated. Student was close but not entirely correct in
imitating the model.

P : Prompted. Student needed an added cue to complete the response.

: Incorrect. Student did something completely different
the model, or repeated an earlier model.

than

O : No response. Student remained still for at least 10 seconds.



Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

4.01. Imitates.Fine.MOtor MoVements
,4,32 Understands'TUrnf-Taking

Examiner

MODEL RESPONSE
(Action shown to student) DESCRIPTION

1. pick up poker chip

2. button 2" button

.3. zip

4. eat from spoon

5. mark with crayon

6. dial pthone

7. turn knob on music box

8. remove bottle lid

9..squeeze toothpaste tube

10. turn book pege .

Session Summary

I
Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

A21 combinations not mentioned
below

YES

2 (+) with 6 to 8 (S) And (P)' MARGINAL
3 to 5 (+) with 2 to 7 (S) and (P)
6 to 10 (+) NO
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IMITATES FINGER MEMENS 4.02

Procedures:

This Assessment,Task is administered just as Task 3.11, Finger Move-.
ments with one exception. Task 3.11 does not test the student's imitation
skills. the purpose of Task 3.11 is to determine if the student is
physically able to make the movements tested. However, 4.02 is a test of
imitation as such, the student should be given the model to imitate as a
part of each trial. Because imitation requires a discrete stiMulus
presen'tation, Procedure //, Spontaneous Movement iS not relevant to 4.020

Recording:

Responses are scored exactly as defined in Task 4.01 except that (*)
scores are omitted, Use the scoring form provided for Task 3.11.

1 ip
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IMITATION OF SIGNS 4.03

Procedures:

Administer Assessment Task 3.02, Imitates Two Handed Signs.

Recording:

Pecord exactly as told to in 3.02. Score the Checklist entry for
4.03 according to the summary information on the scoring form.

4

11i3
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IMITATES ARM AND ELBOW M .. TSIEMEN 4,04

Procedures.:

Administer just as described in Task 01. The ovements to be Used
as models are described in Tasks 3.12 and 3.1 .

Recording:

Score according to directions in Taskttlt01 also, using the scoring
form provided on the next page,
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ASSESSMENT TASK

4.04 Imitates Arm and Elbow Movements

Student Examiner

Date

MODEL

1. Paises right arm

2. Raises left arm

3. Moves right arm to chest

4. Moves left arm to chest

S. Moves right arm away frn chest

6. Moves left arm away f om chest

7. Bends right arm

C. Bends left arm

9. Straightens right/arm

10. Straightens lef arm

RESPONSE
DESCR/PTION SCORE

Session Summary

0

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

All combinations not mentioned below YES
.

0 to 1 (.0-with 8 to 10 (2) and (P)
MARGINAL

.

(4.) with 6 to 8 (S) and (P)_2
3 to 5 (4) with 2 to 7 (W and (P)

:6 to 10 (+) NO
.
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PHYSICAL VERSUS IMITATIVE SKILLS

Procedures:

Complete Tasks 3.11, 3.12, 3.14 and Tasks 4.02 and 4.04. If these
Checklist entries were scored without an Assessment Task being*admini-
stered', simply compare the Checklist entries. If the Checklist entries
(with or without Assessment Tasks) for 3.11, 3.12 and 3.14 are "NO" there
is no need to complete 4.02 or 4.04. This 'Cask is only releVant for
students who show some physical abilities.

Recording:

Score all Tasks as described in their instruction sections.

Mark the Checklist entry for 4.05 according to the following
comparison of scores:

If 3.11/ 3.12t and 3.14 were: with 4.02 arid 4.04 4.05 as:
YES NO

_Score
YES

YES MARGINAL
MARGINALMARGINAL

...

NO
MARGINAL MARGINAL

. YES YES
--

, MARGINAL YES NO

Entries'of "NO" for the Section 3 tasks are hot shown because is is
assumed that the student who is unable to physically make the noiement
will also be unable to imitate the models. This entry is irrelevant for
those students and may be left blank.



HAND AND ARM MOVEMENTS

95

4.11

Procedures:

This Task is adtinistered just as described in most of the Section

3,1 Tasks. That is, this Task is intended to measure the student's physical

abilities,not imitation or direction following skills. The 4.11 Assessment

items are a summary of those identical movements tested in 3.11, 3.12,

3.14, and 3.14. If these Tasks have previously been administered, the
examiner may compare their scores instead of administering 4.11. Refer to

those Section 3 Tasks for specific procedures.
AO.

Recording:

Use the definitions from the Section 3 Tasks (3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and

3.14).
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Student

'ate

ASSESSMENT TASK

4.11 Arm and Hand Movepents

ExaMiner

TCCA

MOVEMENT RIGHT SID

1. Makes a fist

2. Spreads fingers

. "L" (sign) hand

4. Bends Elbpw

J. Straightens Elbow

6. Turns palm doion

7. Bends wrist down

8. Bends wrist up

9. Raises Arm

10. Moves arm across chest

LEFT SIDE

..0.411~11m*WWW.110.0 Ommilm04111.1.0.1.110001.0.0

..16.1.*WWW.I.Y104.10 10111=0.1....1.40

001.1.6.1.11MMIWOMMI*11101.

010111.011m...114.111.0....

ANO.N.

Session Summary

0

Use the ranges below to score the Checklist:

'FOR ONE
OR

BOTH
ARMS

All combinations not mentioned below YES
0 + 1 (4) With 3 to 10 (1' and (P)

MARGINAL2 (+) with 6 to 8 (0) and (P)
to 5 (4) with 2 to 7 (S) and (P)

FOR ONE
ARM

6 4.to

FOR EACH'
ARM

, .--._

6 to 10 (41 NO



NATURAL GESTURES

Procedures and Recording;

Administer and score this Task just as described in Task 3.34. Use
the scoring form from that Task also. The Checklist rating information
for 4.13 is provided on the bottom of the scoring form.

109



IDENTIFYING REINFORCERS*

Procedur s:
t.

4.21

Using-the form provided, list all activities, objects people,
and food the student seems to enjoy or may. like.

Systematically present each potential reinforcer on three
different occasions.

. Record the student's response to the presentatiOn (introduction)
of the stimulus. Such reactions as smiling, looking, cessation
of ongoing activity, etc. may indicate a positive reaction.

4. Recor4 also the student's response to the termination of the
activity. Behaviors such as whining, 'reaching, visual searching,
increased motor'activity, vocalizing, etc may indicate displeasure
or frustratiOn at the interruption of an enjoyed activity.

5. In the far right column of the scoring form check all stimuli
which appear to'be potential reinforcers.

Recording:

Potential Reinforcers may be indicated if the student in some way
shows enjoyment upon presentation of the stimulus or frustration upon
termination of the stimulus.

* For further information on identifying reinforcers read Klein, M.D.,

Wulz, S.V., Hall, M.K., Waldo, L.J., Carpenter, S.A.,'Lathan, D.A.,

Myers, S.P., Fox, T., and Marshall, A.M. Comprehensive Communication

Curriculum Guide. Lawrence, Kansas: Early Childhood Institute Working

Paper, 1981 (Identifying Wants and Needs, pages 20-28).
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TCCA

ASSESSMENT iTgEK

4.21 Reinforcer Identification

Student

Date

Examin r

Activities

,

Objects

People

Food

List below
what the
student
likes, or

enjoys.

How does
the student
respond to the
introduction
of this?

How does
the student
respond to the ( si)
termination Potential
of this? Reinforcer

# of Potential Reinforcers Identified

Score the Checklist as follows:

0 to 2 Reinforcers Identified YES

3 ro 4 Reinforcers Identified MARGINAL
5 or more 'Reinforcers ,Identified NO



10'o

MOVES HANDS QUICKLY

Materials: Stopwatch

Procedures:

1, Placelhe student in a comfortable sitting position with his
(here) hands in a rest position.

2. Hold a toy or edible, one foot in front of the student's
preferred hand.

Say "TOUCH THE (OBJEcT)". Begin the stopwatch as soon as the
instruction is given, or begin counting slowly (One-one thousand -
two-one thousand - etc.

4. Stop the watch (or stop counting) when the student comes in
contact with the object or after 15 secondS has elapsed and the
student has not touched the object:

5. Reinforce all correct responses.

6. Record the response on the scoring form.

7. Begin the next trial completing 10 trials.

Recording:

+ Correct. Within 3 seconds after the instruction, the student's
hand touched the toy.

P : Prompted. Student responded as described above only following
some help from,the examiner.

S : Partial. Student touched the toy after 3 seconds but before -

15,seconds.

- Incorrect. Student was unable to come in contact with the toy
after 15 seconds.

O : No response. Student made no attempt to touch the toy.
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TCCA

-ASSESSMENT_TASK

4.24 Movet Handt Quickly.

Student Examiner

'Date

RESPONSES ON THE RIGHT

RESFONSE DEgCRIPTION

1.

:RESPCNSES ON THE LEFT
.

SCORE 'RESPONSE DESCRIPTION SCORE
- -

1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5..

6. 6.

7. 7,

S. 8,

.9. 9,

10. 10.

Session Summary

Score the Checklist as follows:

WITH
AT LEAS T

ONE

All combinations not mentioned below YES

0 to 1 (+) with 0 to 10 On and (P)
MARGINAL2 (+) with 6 to 8 (S) and (F)

3 to 5 (+) with 2 to 7 (S) and on
6 to 10 (+) NO

113



Prere9uisite Skills: Identifying response

110

Materials: Two identical sets of 10 objects.

Procedures:

Select any 10 objects the student sees or uses daily that are small
enough to use.on a training table. Write one object label beside each
number (one through ten) of the scoring form.

1. Place three different objects on the table in'front of the student.
Use the order shown on the scoring form, placing the oidect to

be used in that trial in the "X" position. For example, on trial
six, place the objects from the student's left to right, ball/
brush/bat Then show the ball to be matched. Direct the student
to watch as you place each object. Visually handicapped students
should be allowed to handle all objects before each trial.

2. Establish attending.

3. Hold up the identical object to be matched as indicated by the
scoring fori and say "SHOW 24E THE SAME". Be careful to coniistently
hold the objects to be matched in relatively the same Position
from one trial to the next. Also be careful not to influence
the student by looking at the item in front of the student which-

matches the model. Often the student will closely watch an
examiner's eyes for such cues.

4. A11oW the student time to respond. Reinforce Correct responses.

5.. Record and score the response.

6. Remove the objects from in front of the student.

7. Begin the next trial, being careful to use different non-matching
objects from trial to trial.

Recording,:

+ Correct, Student pointed io the matching item, or gave the
matching item to the examiner, or placed the modeled item
beside the matching item.

: Incorrect. Student pointed to a non7wmatching item, or gave a
non-matching item to the examiner, or labeled a non-matching
item, or placed modeled item peside a non-matching item, or
echoed the instruction.

0 : No response. Student made no attempt to match the items in

10 seconds,

11 4



Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

4.31 n4ohes Cbjects

Eiandner

, OBJECT .ROSITION SCORE

2. x

X

x

--

x

WM

11

3. x

4.

s. 111WIMM

6.

7. 41111VMX

s.

9.

10.

OXBOW OMNI*

--x

Session Summary

0

Score the checklist as follows:

to 0 (+), YES_2

3 to 5 (+)
_

MARGINAL
S to 10 (+) NO

115



Procedures and Recording:

Administer and score this Task exactly as described in 4.01. Use
the scoring form provided in 4.01 also.

116

k.



OBJECT FUNCTION

Materials: brush/comb, book crayon/pencil, spoon, cup, food, drink

Procedures:

105

4.33

This Assessment Task should only be adminittered in cases where the
parents/caregivers are not sure if their child uses objects correctly or
simply allows others to use them for him/her. Usually this Checklist
entry can be quickly answered without the Assessment Task if the student'
is observed in eating or play situations. if such observation is not
possible, then administer the Assessmeklt Task.

This Task is especially appropriate for students-who exhibit such an
involved physical handicap that handling or using objects is difficult or
impossible.

For physically able students:

1. Hand the objects one at a time to the student. Put food in the
eating utensil, and liquid in the cup. Say nothing.

2. Observe what the student does with the object.

3. if the student uses the object correctly, reinforce and record
the response.

4. If the student uses the object inappropriately, say nothing, score
the trial and.go on to the next object.

5. If the student makes no response to the object, prompt by giving
some verbal or physical cue. Record any response tothis cue then
continue to the next object.

For physically handicapped students:

1. Place 3 of the objects on the table or lap tray in full view of
the student. Place the object to be tested in that trial in the
"X" position (see scoring form) relative to the other objects.
Be careful to place the objects within the student's pointing,
touching,,or visual range (depending on how the student witl
identify tlie obdect).

2. Say "Show me the one you POO" or "Look at the one you...". The
instruction given depends on what kind of response the student is
able toouse.

3. Reinforce correct responses. There are no prompted responses for
physically handicapped students in this Task.

4. Record the response.

S. Rearrange the objects and begin the next trial.

1 1
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OWECT FUNCTION - continubd 4.33

NOTE: The task involved for the physically handicapped students is a
higher order cognitive and language skill than that for the physically
able students. However, the task may give some information about
this skill for the physipally involved student.

Pecordinv.

+ correct. Student used the object appropriately in some wAy
(phytically handicapped indicated requested object).

P Prompted. Student required an addition (verbal or physical) cue
to complete the response. (This score is not used for the
physically handicapped.)

: Incorrect. Student used the object inappropriately, or said
the object's name, or pointed to the object, or resisted a
prdmpt. (Physically 1an6icapped indicated an incorrect object.)

0 : No response. Student bade no akttempts to use (or indicate) the
object.



I.

Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

4.33 Object Function

Examiner

107

TCCA

(Instructions for Physically
Handicapped only)

WAMINER SAYS "Show me the one you...

1. "brush your hair with."

2. "see pictures in."

3. '!draw with."

4. "eat with."

5. "drink from.."

6. "draw with."

7. "eat with."

8. "see pictures in."

9. "drink from."

10. "brush your hair with."

POSITION : OBJECT/FUNCTION SCORE

X

,X-- ON liONN

Brushes/Combs hair

° .

Looks at book/
..Turns book pages

-- X Marks with crayon/
pencil

X -- Spoon/Fork to mouth

X Cup to mouth

X -- Marks with crayon/
pencil

IIINMO X .111110

X--

00111110 1111011.

411111110

Spoon/Fork to mouth

LoOks at book/
Turns book pages

X Cup to mouth

Brushes/Combs hair

Session Summary

P. 0

Score Checklist a$:

0 to 2 (+) YES
.

other combinations MARdINAL..All

6 to10 (+) NO 1.1.9



PART 3 : COMMUNICATION BOARD SYSTEM PLANNING



PART 3

COMMUNICATION BOARD SYSTEM PLANNING

Administration

108

Purposes4

One of the primary assessment goals for a board candidate involvls
matching the student's motor and language skills, and the environmental
restraints to a particular board system. For most students this is no

easy task. There are at least six major areas of concern which must be
addressed during this planning phase.

1. What motor or visual response will the student use to select the
elements of the message on the board?

2. How will the board be displayed so that the stuaent can use the
resppnse to indicate the message?

3. What symbol system will the student use?

4. What vocabulary will be taught?

S. In what order will the vocabulary symbols be placed on the board?

6. How will the board be made?

The information in this Part is not relevant unless the TCCA (or some other
Assessment) has already indicated that a board is the most preferred mode

for this student. Theinformation presented in this Part is intended only

as a set of guidelines and is not exhaustive. References are sited through-
out the instructions which provide more specific information. Additionally,

information and feedback should be obtained from the parents, speech
pathologist, and occupational therapist whenever possible.

It is not within the scope of the TCCA to discuss electronic boards in
detail. Two sources which should assist you further are listed at the end

of Part 3. The planning sheet should offer assistance in selecting a possible
activation response for certain types of switch. It will also be helpful
in ,selecting the symbol system and vocabulary to be used on the electronic

board. It will not, however, assist in the process of selecting a specific
electronic device. Electronic boards generally require skills in localizing
and tracking visual stimuli, matching and arranging sequences of lights or
word order, and categorizing letters, numbers, colors, or other labels. Many

of these skills involve fairly good memory. It is strongly recommended that
a device not be selected unless during assessment your student is able to

exhibit most of the cognitive (memory, scanning, matching, sequencing) and
motor (switch or signal activating response) skills necessary to operate the
device. If this is not the case, so much time will likely be spent in
teaching the mechanics and logistics of the device that there is no time

for communication training.

121,



Components and Administration

The Planning Sheet has six sections. Each section addresses one of,
the major decisions in the planning process. The sections are titled.

Decision /: Response

Decision II: Board Display

Decision ///: SymboliSystem

Decision /V: Vocabulary Selection

Decision V: Vocabulary Displity

Decision VI: Board Construction

Assessment Tasks, similar to those provided in the previous Section, accom-
pany the Planning Sheet. Both the Planning Sheet and the Assessment Tasks
are working tools. Study the information needed on the Planning Sheet,'
complete what information you can from prior knowledge of the student or
from the TCCA Checklist, then decide what Wormation must be further gained
from direct testing. Once the needed Assessment Tasks are completed,
summary scores are transferred to the Planning Sheet. The examiner should
then have most of the information necessary to design a functional board
for the student.



;

Instructions for Decision I: Besponse Assessment Tasks
,

,

This first decision involves viewing the student's p ysicalLhandicaps
And abilities in order to identify an effective may for IC /her to indicate

\the elements (symbols) of the messages. It is recommende that all potential
extremities, trunk and/or eye movement6 be analyzed to' a ow comparison
to the components of the response. ,

\

Many students' responses may be facilitated by posi iOn, angle, or
el vation changes.' By changing these variables and thus realigning the arm
c:i hand, the student is Often able to exhibit more purpo eful pointing. some,

mAy need help in arresting jerky or continuous
providing handles to grasp or grooves or slots t est their arm in may

; For these students,

, give the control they need. Weighted wrist cuffs or saddle bags may also

help. The more controlled the student's movements,-the More response .

choice the student can be given on his board or penel.

Add tional information about responses for severel physically handi-

capped s udents may be found in the Barnes, Murphy, Waldo andsSailor chapter
listed in the reference section of this appendix. This chapter provides
specific i formation on'positioning and fine motor movements as well as

movedents or board responses.

Materials
,

Each Assessment completed in this section measures,the range of motion

of the extremity being tested. To do so, a "pointing board",is used in

each task.

The pointing.board is an illustration board (or sheet of paper) divided

, by drawn lines into 10 Ateas. The overal1 size of the board, and the size of

the 10 divisions will vary depending on what movement is being tested and'how

restricted the student's movements are. Each division on the bOard is

assigned a'number.

NOTE: The number of divisions assigned may vary also depending on the
student's handicap. Assign. as rt6ny divisions as possible to most

accurately measure the range of the movement.

The only other material needed during the testing is a stop watch
or watch with a second hand or second readout.

_Data Collection

Page 115 presents the scoring form used with all the Decision I

Assessment Tasks. Data collection during this testing is quite extensive.

Measures of seven variables are made each trial. When all possible responses

for a particular child have been tested, the data should be summarized,onio

the Planning Sheet for comparison.
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Range. Before administering the Assessment Task design and construct
a pointing'board suitable to the student being tested and the response
being measured. After assigning each area of the pointing board a number,
write one number in each blank of "Rang0. Column on ,the scoring form. Range
will be measured by noting how many of the responses to each area of the,
board were completed.

Imitation. All Assessment Tasks are adminstered using an imitative
model: Responses are scored for this variable as follows:

: Correct. The student imitated the movement perfectly with.no
assistance, or further prompting needed.

0 : Incorrect. Student was unable to imitate, imitated only part of
the movement,'responded with a non-imitative movement, did not
respond, or responded only after receiving additional assistance./

Completion. If the student is unable to or does not imitate the
movement, the examiner may.use any means available,to prompt the student to
respond. Responses are recorded as described below:

: Correct. Student was able to ihdependently complete the movement
after having received promPts (physical assistance, verbal cues,
etc.) or after using a "functional task" to elicit the movement.

Indorrect. Student was unable to independently complete the
response, regardless of the prompting or'task employed.

Fatigue. A movement will not be functional to the student if it tires
him/her quickly. Therefore, same judgement must be made'regarding how
fatiguing the response was. This variable is scoted only if a response is
completed or imitated.

: Present. This score indicates that the examiner felt that the
amount of concentration and/or excursion necessary to complete
the response would be too fatiguing for the Student to use
repeatedly; or that the student showed indications of being tired
during or just after the response.

0 : Absent. This score indicates that the examiner saw no signs of
the movement.causing fatigue.

0
0- 00

Speed. Measure the amount of time, in seconds, the student required I

frOm the beginning to the completion of the response. Timing starts when
the student begins to move.and ends when contact is made with the appropriate
section of the pointing board. This measure is only'recorded Eor imitated
or completed responses..
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Stability. -This variable measures the student's ability to maintain
the completed response for a few seconds.

D

+ : Stable. Student held the response in its completed form for at

least 2 full seconds.

: Incorrect. Student was unable to maintain the response for 2

seconds (tremors, bouncing, etc.).

4.

. Construct and assign division numbers to a pointing board appro-
priate to the student and response,.

2. If necessary, spend a few minutes prior to testing familiariiing

the student with the movement.

3. Position the student in an upright sitting position. If a chair

is used, it is important no restrictions (pads, straps, eta.)

hinder the extremity'being tested.

4. Model the movement to be tested.

5. Observe to see if the student imitates the movement.

Time the response completion sPeech-

. If the response was imitated, time its stability.

If the response was not imitated, prompt it if possible.

If the response was imitated (+) or completed (+); record the

fatigue, speed and stOility scores. If the response was neither

imitated (0) nor cOmpleted (0), fatigue, speech, and stability
scores can not be recorded.

10. Reinforce correctly imitated and completed responses. Reinforce

also those responses which the student obviously attempted but was

unable to complete.

Begin the neXt trial'completing 10 trials. In order to allow
reliable comparisons between responses and valid measures of range,
fatigue, consistency, and control, it is important to complete at

least 10 trials per Movement.

12. Tally all scores onto the SESSION SUMMARY for each Movement then

transfer the data onto the Planning Sheet for later comparison.

1245
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The movements which may be tested are listed in Table 5

Table 5 : Movements for Board Responses

EXTREMITY MOVEMENT POSSIBLE tigs

Arm or Hand Bends/Straightnes Elbow

Raises/Lowers Arm

Arm Across Chest/Returns

Hand Pointing

Elbow Pointing

Pointing, Coding;
switches;
button pressing;
typing.

Head Leans head to Left/Right

Leans head Forward/Bckward

Turns head to Left/Right

Stylus Pointing

Coding Yes/No;
button pressing, and
some switches.

Stylus may be use for
direct selection of symbols
or codes,

Mouth 'Tongue and Lip Movements

Open/Close Jaw

Open/Close Lies

Switches;
coding Yes/No
responses.

Trunk Leangg Trunk to Left/
Right

'Leaning Trunk ForWard/
Backward

Pressing with Shoulder
(by turning trunk)

Coding Yes/No;
switches;
bttton pressing.

Legs

0

Lift Legs at Hip

Spread Legs at Knees

Press Knees Together

Straighten/Bends Knees

Coding Yes/No;
switches;
button pressing.

'Feet or Toes Moves Foot Left/Right

Raises Foot at Ankle

Foot Pointing

Moves Toes

Pointing; coding;
switches;
pressing;
typing.
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Remember that all responses may be tested.with and without adaptive
equipment such as wieghts, styluses, etc. always not on the scoring form
whether an aid was used. Also note under "Movement Tested" which hand, .

leg, etc., was tested'(i.e,4,*right or left).

- Another response which should be assessed in this section is eye'gaze.
This response may be tested using the same general procedures described
earlier. The same variables are measured and recorded on the scoring form.
The only ditterence is the placementhe'pointing" board and the
definition of the completed response. The board may be helein a variety
of positions with the most common being at right angles to the lap tray,
directly in front of the student.
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Student

Date

Movement Tested

ASSESSMENT TASK

TCCA
Board Planning

.Examiner

nu. a ion mp etion. atigue Spe- St 1 ity

1. + D + 0 11

2. + 0 0 11 . .11

3. 0 0 11 11

4. 0 + 0 11 11

0 0 + 0 11

6. + + p- 0 11 11

7. + 0 0 . 11 11

a. 0 11

9. + o 0 11

10. + o 0

Session Summary

Mmitation Percent of (+) trials %

Fatigue Percent of (+) trials

,

Speed Mean Time
1

seconds----

Stability Mean Time
1 seconds

Consistency

-__

Percent of trials equal
in completion, speed,
and stability scores.

%

Range Dimensions within
which responses

.

were completed.

inches by inches

Control Dimensions within which
responses were completed
with most speed, stability,
and least amount of fatigue

inches by inches

.

.

.

1
Mean equals total of all trials' times divided by141.6
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Instructions for Decision II: Board Display Assessment Tlasks

There are as many possible board ,displays as there are students.

These displays can be very simple or very complex depending on the response

selected for the student and his/her cognitive skills. Figure 4 shows a

few displays that may be appropriate for a severely multiply handicapped

student. Usually some combination of one or two of these displays is used

in order to meet the skill level of a particular physically handicapped

student.

Three examples of Direct Selection boards which require a pointing

response are shown. The student nay point to the symbols on the board with

whatever response they use, i.e., pointing with a hand, foot, or stylus.

The Sample I board is an initial board used by a student in the Requesting

Through Board objective. The Sample 2 and 3 boards were used by two students

who had eXpanded vocabularies. There are no "rules" about where on a,direct

selection board the symbol cards are placed.. . °

Two example Direct Selection eye gaze boards are shown. Notice that

the Sample 5 board has a tdtal of eight symbols displayed. This number and

their placement are the maximum recommended for this type of board. With up

to eight sythbols on the plexiglass, the looking, or eye gdze response can

be very reliable.
a

Because the Row/ColuMn and SucCessive Quartering boards are so compli-

cated to explain only one example of each is provided. However, the

particular coding system used with either of these boards may be individualized

and therefore different for each student. Generally, however,*both of these

types of coded boards require memory, sequencing, and matching skills beyond

those required for a Direct Selection Board.

If the student is able to use only one very restricted movement or

signal such-as an eye blink or finger tap there are siill possibilities for

a board system. These students may be candidates for a scanning board (not

shown inligure). Vanderheiden and Grilly (1975) explain a scanning system

in this way.

... a technique is considered td be a scanning technique

if the items in the child's vocabulary are presented to him one

at a time so that he can let you kndw when the item he wants is

presented... (An) example of a simple scanning technique would be
the use of a communication board with a second person pointing

to the pictures, words, or letters one at a time while watching

for a response from the child... If you can recognize a child's
affirmative signal of any form, you can use any of the non-
mechanical techniques, no matter how severe the child's physical

handicaps." (pages,21 and 22).

One prerequisite cognitive skill for the qse of a scanning board is the

affirmation function of "yes". If the st dent does not exhibitithis /function

of "yes" a scanning board will not work.

For a more detailed discussion of oard displays read the Vanderheiden

and Grilly reference sited in the references.
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.

Student points in some way directly
to the symbols.

DiRECT SELECTTON.(Pointing)

[
r

.,.',..,

-- 0 1
t.

wilj 06 ain

2 fi3 El

Sample 1 Sample-2

ED C20

Ix ta

*

.

.

, ,

Sample 3

Student looks at the desired Symbol
which is placed on a "donut" of

.

plexiglass, standing or attatched
.

vertically to a lap tray.

.

DIRECT SELECTION (Eye gaze).
..

01
i.

.z; L11 liC
.

.

0 P

,,...--

- . ?...
,....N:.

7 ! w:, _
'A.- ',/--------____

Sample if Sample 5

0,

Student.points to or.lboks at colors
and;or numbers on a response panel to
tell the observer wbich symbol to
attend to on the board. If the
student pointed to "blue" and then
"2" on the resPonse panel, he is .

trying to communicate that he wants

_

ROW' ODLUMM

,

.

.41MN
ph-.........r..46...mOITC1Fri.

=1.....r

Board Itesponse Panel
Sample 6

andent points twice to areas on the
respons panel to indicate which of
the 16 symbols is desired. The first
point to the panel tells whith.Of the
4 main qudrants. has the symbol. The
sdcond point tells which symbol with-
in that quadrant is needed. If the
student pointed to the upper right
and then the lower left of the panel,
he wants dessart.

0

SUCCESSIVE QUARTERING
.

,

i

,(. .

.`1. ..

0 4';'./

,..

Board Response Panel
Sample 7

Figure 4: Sample Board Displays.
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Very, generally, there are certain prerequisite skills that are
advantageous for the student to exhibit for each type of board. These are

skills necessary to use the board's system, not its symbols. These are:

Board Display Prerequisites

Direct Selection Pointihg"ye Gaze
Sequencing (long range)

Row Column

Successive Quaitering

Scanning

Coding Response
Sequencing"
Color/Number Matching
Yes/No (Possibly)

Coding Response
Sequencing
'Color/Number Matéhing
Yes/No (Possibly)

Yes/No Coded Response
Visual Tracking
Yes/No Concepts

The postible responses used by the student were identified in the earli r
section of the Planning. This sertim includes assessment tasks to measure
the remaining 'prerequisite skills listed above. Pointing and eye gaze are
measured simply to determine if the student has adequate control to point
or gaze descriminately at, at least, 8 areas on the board.

Pointing

Materials. This task uses a pointing board (about 18" X 14") like that
described under Decision 'X testing. Divide this pointing board into at leaSt

eight areas. 'Number each areg one through eight.

Procedures. This task may be administered using any type of pointing
or eye gaze response including head stylus, foot, etc.

1. The Student should be seated with the board placed within easy reach-,
or view of his/her least impaired hand depending on what response
it used.

2. Say "Do this" or "Point here" or "Look here". Then point to or
look at the rectangle designated on the scoring form for that trial.

3. Begin the stopwatch as the initruction is completed.

4. Allow 20" for the student to complete the response. (This extreme

response latency is to allow for the responding of physically
handicapped students.) Stop the watch whenever the student completes
a pointing response whether correct or incorrect.

131
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. Reinforce the student for all,correct responses.

, 6. Record the response and the time it took to complete t e point.
Use the column corresponding with which hand the stude t used to
point.

7. Begin the next trial.

If the student_is not imitativeL_anv other method which 4icits
pointing may be used to measure the responses. Some suggestions would be
placing desired objects in the required rectangle for the student to reach
for, or making the task a tapping game, etc.

Recording. Each time the student is asked to point, a t2ia1 should
be timed and recorded on the scoring form. Any trial may be xtecorded as:

: *Correct. Student mointed or gazed within the lines of the
modeled rectangle within at least 20".

S : Shaped. Student pointed or looked closer to the co rect ieetangle
than in previous trials, or student indicated the correct
rectangle "ust after 20".

P : Prompted. Student required visual prompt to complete the response,
or student required a physical prompt to complete the response.

- : Incorrect. Student responded to a rectangle other than the one
modeled, or stUdent pointed on a line.

o : yo_Emorat. Student made no attempt toimitate the model or
respond to a prompt.

Sequencing

Materials. This task uses a pointing board identical to the one used
for the previous pointing task.

Procedures. All procedures fon this Task are dentical to those
provided for Pointing except that the examiner poi ts to more than one
rectangle for the student to imitate. The exaxninet shouJe sure the

ent does not begin imitating the response unti sequence has been
pletelymodeled.

Recording. These responses are also scored as defined for the pointing
task except that the student must indicate all the modeled squares in order
of the model, and no timing of the response is neeessary.



ASSESS:642NT TASK

Pointing

Student Examiner

Date

120

TCC.A

Rectangle Right Time Left Time Rectangle Right Time Left Time

1. 1 ( ) ( ) 9. 4 ( ) ( )

2. 5 ( ) ( ) 10. 7 ( ) )

3.' 7 ( ) ( ) 11. 5 . ( ) ( ).

4. 2 ) ( ) 12. 2 ( ) - ( )

5. 4 ( ) ( ) 13. 1 ( ) ( )

.6. 6 ( ) ( ) 14. 6 ( ) ( )

7. 3 ( ) -( ) 15. 8 ( ) )

8. 8 ( ) 16. 3 ( )

Session Summary
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Student

Date

ASSESSMENT TASK

Sequencing

Examiner

Board Planning

POINTING RESPONSE .POINTING RESPONSE
SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION SCORE. SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION SCORE
SHOWN SHOWN

1. 2--4

2. 4-7-5

3. 2--6

4. 1-3-4

5. 3-6-4

6. 7-2-3

7.

8. 6--4

9. 5-2-8
or

10. 1--3

11. 5.--3

12. 6--7

13. 1-2-7

14. 4-3-2

15. 6-7-8

16. 7--1

17. 1--8

18. 5--8

19. 2-6-4

20. 8--6

Session Summary

Int 0
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Vaterials. Ball, shoe (or any two objects the student hnow.,,, and any

edible.

Procedure Select any two objects the student is familiar with

(i.e., can name, and can nOint to if the examiner names it).

Certain questions on this Task require a particular set o circumstances

when asking the question.

#1. "Is this a ball?" - Show the student a ball, If other objects
are used, match the object shown to the
object in the question.

#2. "Am I sitting?" - Be sure you (the examiner) are sitting.

#5. "Are you eating?" - The student should natbe eating.

#7. "Am I sitting?" - Be sure to stand.

O. "Is this a ball?" - Show the student a shoe. If other objects
are used, show a different object than the
one labeled in the question.

#9. "Are you eating?" - Before asking the question, give the student

something to eat.

The Assesdment Task is administered as follows:

1. Set up the circumstances needed for the question,

2. Ask the question clearly with normal loudness and inflection.

Avoid repetition of the question.

3. Allow the, student adequate time to answer.

4. Reinforce, and record as instructed before.

5. Begin the next trial.

Recording.

+ : Correct. Student indicated by some method a correct "yes" or "no"

'answer. He/She may gesture, shake or nod his/her head, talk,
sign, or use a communication board, eye blinks, or some other

predetermined signal.

P : Prompted. Student answered as described above only after being

given an added cue (reneated question, gesture, intonation changes,

ete.).

$ : Partial. Student's answer was not clearly articulated (i.e., some
of.the speech was sloppy, or some of sign was sloppy, etc.).

: Incorrect. Student.gave an irrelevant answer, or repeated a
previous answer, or echoed the question, or gave an answer no one

understood.

135
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TCCh
Bcard Planning

ASSESSMENT TASK

Yes/No

Student Examiner

Date

RESPONSE
ANSWER DESCRIPTION

1. /S.THIS A BALL? (ball) "yes"

2. ARE YOU A GIRL/BOY? "no"

3. AM / SITTIt1G? (sit)

4.. DO DOORS WALK? "no"

S. ARE YOU EATING? (not eating) n no II

O. -DO DOORS OPEN? "yes"

7. AM / SITTING? (stand) "no"

B. IS TN= A h0e) '"no"

9. AREYOU EAT/gp? eating) owyeall

10. ARE YOU A Boy/GML? "yes"

SCORE

1111111111111.411.

01111.111111111.

Session Summa

MO

136.



: NC Response. Student made no attempt
after 10 seconds.

to answer the question

Visual Tracking

. materials. Any materials which are novel, and/or interesting to the
student may be used in the Task.' Use a variety of different objects to,hold
the students attention. If an electronic board with scanning lights or
hands is being considered use this during the test.

Procedtres. ,The scoring form describes activities with ten objects.
Any 10 qbjects may be used which are fairly large and motivating to the
student.

1.\ The student and examiner should be seated on the floor or at a

table.

2., Wait until the student is quiet. Direct him/her-to be still if

necessary.

. Perform the activity as described on the data sheet. Verbal
directions sUch as "look at the Cookie" may be given to the child
as each object is presented.

4. Observe and record the student's response.

5. Reinforce correct responses by allowing the student to eai or play

with the object before the next trial.

Recording. Each time the examiner goes through the motions described'
on the data sheet, a trial should be recorded. Responses are recorded as,,,

follows:

+ : Correct. Student visually followed the entire mqvement.,
,

S : Partial Response. Student followed only part of the moliement.

O : No Response. Student did not attend twthe examiner.

NOTE: This Assessment Task remains almost identical to e one written by

Campbell.

Color Matching

Materials. Make two 4" by 4" cards for each of the colors to be tested.

It is recommended that at least five colors be tested. This will allow-

several choices for the board and response panel should this type code be

used.



Procedures. Write one color label beside each num+.(one through ten)
of the scorimg form.

1.. Place three different color cards on.the tn front.of the
student. Use the'order shown on the "Matdhingscoring form, .

placing the color to be used in that trial in the "X" position. For
example, on trial six, place the cards from the student's left to
right, blue/red/Yellow. Then show the blue card to be matched.
Direct the.student to watch as-you place each card.

2. Establish attending.
st.

3. Hold up the identical color card to be matched as indicated by the
scoring form and say "SHOW ME THE SAME". Be careful to consistently
hold the objects to be matched in-relatively the same position from
one trial to the next. Also be careful not to influence the student
by looking at the card in front of the student which matches the
model. Often the student will closely-watch an exarOdzer's eyes
for such cues.

4. Allow the student time to respond. Reinforce correct responses.

5. Record the score for the response.

. Remove the cards from in front of the student.

7. Begin the next trial, being careful to use different mon-matching
cards from trial to trial.

Recording. Each time the student is asked to match a Card a trial

should be recorded on the scoring form.

+ : Correct. Student pointed to the matching item, or gave the
matching item to the examiner, or placed the modeled item beside
the matching item.

- : .Incorrect. Student pointed to a non-matching item, or gave a
non-matchng item to the examiner,* or labeled a non-matching item,
or placedt modeled item beside a non-matching ite, or echoed the

instruction.

0 : No Response. Student made no attempt to match the item.

, Number Matching

Materials. Make two 4" by 4" cards for each of the numbers to be

tested. It is recommended that the numbers 1 through 5 be tested.

Procedures. All procedures are identical for this Task as those used
in the color matching Task except the number cards are used.
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Rebottling. Recording is identical tb that described for color matching.
Use the "Matching",iddiing form to record the data.

Quadrant Matching

Materials. Make one 14" X 14" board, and one 6" X 6" board. Divide
'each board into equal fourths using one vertical line and one horizontal
line. These sizes may vary according to the sttdent's response/1

Procedures. Procedures are identical to those described in he color
matching Task except that the student is given- the smaller of the two boards
on which to "match" and the examiner points to a quadrant on ,the larger

, board to "model".
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ASSESSMENT TASK

Hatching

Student Examiner

Date

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9..

10.

ITEM P0SITION

TCCA
Board Planning

SCORE

Session Sumrnary

ORM

.11.

4 0
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Instructions for Decision III: Symbol System Assessme t Tasks

Figure 5 gives a comparative example of the abst acthess of the
different symbol systems which may be used on a board. eurces which provide
glossaries of Peabody Rebus and Blissymbolic symbols are isted in the
references of this section. These are no standard models photographs, live
drawings, or tactile symbols from which to choose. The ex:,iner will need
to design these symbols.

;

Tactile stimuli and models are gnerally only used for everely visually
handicapped students.

Avoice color in the photographed or drawn symbols. Firs
cue may interfere with generalization. .For example, if the s
is colored to exactly match the student's coat, the response
generalize to a new coat. Also, coloring the symbols is quite
and may inhibit replacing damaged or lost boards or sending bo

this added
1 for coat
not
lhe-tonstming
s home.

.1

The Assessment Tasks provided in this section are probes to easure
the studenes matching skills across the symbol systems. It will generally
not be necessary to use the Tasks with each,of the available syst s.

However, comparing these 3 Tasks across at least 2 or 3 different stems
will provide the examiner with realistic view of the student's abilities to
quickly use these symbols comMunicatively.

NOTE: Throughout this ,section the term "symbol" is used to indicate one of
the eight systems shown in the Figure. Spoken words are obviously
also "symbols" but are separated from the others for purposes of
this.testing.

Matching Object to Symbol.

Materials. One set of 5 to 10 objtts which are familiar to the
student and which can be symbolized in all'systems to be tested. The objects
to be used in this Task should be identical to those used in the following
two Tasks. Additionally, the objects used to test one system (e.g., line
drawings) should be the same as those used to test the other system(s)
(e.g., Blissymbolics). The scores can only be compared when the objects
remain contiant from one Task to the next and from one system to the next.

One set of symbols representing the objects to be tested 44.11 also be

needed. Make sure that the symbols are placed on' cards which the student
can easily point to or otherwise indicate.

Procedures. All instructions for this Task are identical to/those
given for color matching in the previous section except that 3 symbol cards
are placed on the table. The examiner holds the object for the student to
see and subsequently match to the card. Complete at least 10 trials per
symbol system for each Task.

Recording. All responses ate defined as for color matching. Use the
Matching scoring form to record the data.

141
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Model (doll house
furniture)

Peabody Rebus

Printed Word

Line Drawing

Blissymbolics

abcdef
ghijk

Imnopq
rstuv
wxyz

Alphabet (student
spells word)

Tactile
(fake fur)

Figure 5: "Chair" symbolized with several systemg available for
communication boards;
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Matching Symbol to Symbol

This Task is administered like the previous Task except that no objects
are used. The materials include two cards of eaph symbol tested, one for the
examiner to use as the model, and one for the display from which the
student chooses. For example, the Peabody Rebus symbols for coat, shoe, and
milk are placed on the table in front of the student. The examiner then
holdS up the second Peabody Rebus card for shoe.

Matching Spoken Word to SyMbol

This Task is also similar to the previous Tasks. Three symbols art
placed on the tabie, as in the example above. However, instead of showing
the student another object or symbol, the examiner says "SHOW ME SHOE".

NOTE: There are no Assessment Tasks needed for DECISION IV: Vocabulary
Selection. Refer to the Planning 'Sheet for the information needed
in this decision.
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Instructions ior Decision V: Vocabulary Display Assessment Tasks

This decision in the planning process coordinates all of the planning
°completed to this point. In view of the student's selection responses,
board display and vocabulary,,the decision is now made about where to
Specifically attach each symbol to the board and, if a direct selection board
is used, the size of the symbol card must also 'be determined. The Symbol
placement is an arbitrary decision. The card size is determined by the
student's visual and physical skills.

Care Size

Materials. This Task is administered using at least 3 objects which
the student can match to a svmb01 of the type,to be used-on Cle board. If
the student was unable to.match any objccts to any symbols, Task may
be completed using blank cards. Object symbol matching is used to determine
if the student's visual skills require the use of larger symbols than his/
her motor skills would indicate.

Several cards of different sizes representing each object will be
needed. The Task will be admihistered to determine the smallest possible
card the studen can reliably point to'and visually discriminate. Figure 6
shows an examile of one hand drawn symbol used in this Task.

Figure 6: 'ExaMple symbols used to
compare pointing and visual skills
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Notice that botH the card size and the size of the symbol itself decrease.

Procedures. This Assessment Task is administered much like the earlier

Matching Tasks. v !

1. Before beginning the Assessment judge waht size of card the
student mill most likely be able to use. Make this set of cards.
Write the card size under the "CARD SIZE A" column of the scoring
form.

2. If the student Was able to match objects to spibols, write object
names .beside each number of the scoring form.

3. Using the order shown on the scoring form, place the cards on the
table in front of the student.

4. Hold up the object to be matched for that trial. Say "SHOE ME

SAME".. If no objects are used, model the resbonse by pointing to
the card and saying "DO THIS" or "POINT HERE".

5. Allow the student time to respond, reinforcing all correct responses.

6. Record the response.

7. Rearrange the cards and begin the next trial.

8. Complete 10 trials using one size cards.

9. If 9 or 10 of the responses were correct, make a set of smaller
cards and readminister the Task. If 6 or less of the responses

. were correct, increase the card size and readministered the Task.
The Task need not be administered if 7 or 8 responses were correct.

Recording. Each time the student is asked to match or point to a card,

a trial should be recorded on the scoring form.

-I- 2 Correct. Student pointed within the are of the correct card
without touching outside the card first and without placing any
of his/her hand (if hand or fingers are used in the response)
outside the card during the point.

: Incorrect. Student pointed outside the card.

O No Retponse. Student made no attempt to point.

NOTE: There are no Assessment Tasks needed for DECISION VI Board Construction.

Refer to the Planning Sheet for the information needed in this

decision.

14 5
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ASSESSMENT TASK

Card Size

Student Examiner

Date

TCCA
Board Planning

V

ITEM POSITION

'CARD SIZE:A CARD SIZE.B CARD SIZE C

SCORE saw SCORE

1. x

2. x.

3. x7- ....

4. x

5.. x ,Iim
6. x

7. x

3. x

9. x

10. x

Session Summary-
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INTERPRETATION,. 0,
I

,

The Planning,Sheet' is 'deSigned to assist in interpretation of the

Assessment Task and Planning Sheet information. This section will discuss
how tp use the informatidn on'the Planning sheet and offer a few general
guidelines not included,on the Planning sheet.

Decision I: Response

A21 responses tested ,should now be
on the Planning Sheet. Table 6 ident

responSe. No response will meet these
must study the scores and decide which

,

Decision I/:' Board Display

I

comp ed acrossothe variables listed
i ie the variables of a "perfect",
ideal" standards. The examiner
esponse is closest to this ideal.

The board display selected for any p rticular student will depend
largely on the response selected in the first decision. Generally, however,
students should exhibit some expertise in the prerequisite skills listed on
the Planning Sheet before any particular display is considered. If the
student lacks the basic cognitive skills necessary to use the board itself,
long term response training may be necessary before any functional communi-
cation training can Occur. Care should be taken to select an initial board
display which is simple enough for the student to use functionally with as

I little training as possible.

Decision /II: Symbol System

The following guidelines are presented to aid in the symbol selection
decision once the probes are completed.

If the student is unable to match in any of these tasks, use the
simplest symbols possible to begin training, usually line drawings.

Peabody Rebus or original line drawings are suggested as the most
appropriate symbols for most severely handicapped students. These
systems are very easy to reproduce and can be standardized from
student to student. Additionally, as the student's.vocabulary
"inereasesithese-may-be-easily redured_in_size_to_aocomodate new
symbols on the board.

Combing more than one symbol system is encouraged. Do whatever can
be done to facilitate the most function and largest vocabulary
possible.

Always type or write the written word for the symbol plainly on the
card. This allows a "listener" unfamiliar with the symbols an
opportunity to understand the message.

14 7
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Table 6 : Ideal RespOnSe Parameters

Variable Standard Rationale

Imitation -

Fatigue

f

70% to 60% correct
responses

0% to 20% response
showing fatigue.

Speed Less thane5 seconds
per response.

Stability At least 2 seconds

Consistency

Range *

50% or more consistent
responses

,Ccintrol Equal to range

A response which is already
under imitative control
will probably require less
training time.

The less fatiguing the
response, the more useful
the board will be throughout
the day. A fatiguing
response results in
progressively poorer
performance as the board's
use increases.

The quicker the, response,
more likely a listener is to
attend to the message.

The more stable the movement
,the more time an observer
has to attend to and
understand the message.

The movement will be more
intelligible if it does not
change from response to
response.

The greater the range of
the response the more
potential exists for an
expanded vocabulary and the
less likelihood of needing
a coded board. (NOTE: Range
must be balanced closely with
control as both strength
and control decrease toward
the extremes of the
range).

The finer the control of
the response (such as
pointing),, the smaller the
symbol cards can be.

*No "ideal" range is offered because this variable is important only relative
to the type of movements tested. For example, the complete range of an arm
or hand pointing response would be much larger than the complete range of a
head or shoulder movement.

14
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Select the synthol system which has the highest overall matching
scores. The student will likely be able to use symbols for
functional communication much more quickly if he/she can already
match them in these Tasks.

Decision IV: Vocabulary Selection

Select a,core vocabulary of the most motivating (reinforcing) words
which have already been used in communication training. Select those symbols
which are motivating and which will actually be used in functional communi-
cation. Once a core vocabulary of reinforcing words have been selected, a
few "need" words may also be selected for training. These may include such
words as toilet or coat. However, these "need"'words should be taught only '

after the student can functionally use the "want" words.

Decision V: Vocabulary Display

The overall vocabulary display on a board is generally controlled by
the Board Display itself (see Decision II). Foi example, row/column boards
must be displayed in rows and columns. This decision involves which
vocabulary card is placed next to another relative to the constraints of the
particular board display. There are no standard rules to follow; common
sense offers the best advice. Words with.common function (action labels,
object labels, numbers, etc.) are frequently grouped together. Direct
selection boards are frequently displayed with sentence subjects on the
left, action words or verbs in the center, and possible sentence objects on
the far right. Another commonly applied standrad is to place high use
symbols in the most accessible portion of the board's display to facilitate
"speed" in the responding.

Decision VI: Board Construction

In planning the construction of the board, the two primary goals are
portability and durability. A portable board can be carried or otherwise

kep with the student throughout the day. A durable board can withstand the

eluse thall often accompanies being transported. Suggestions for making the

boards portable follow:

Use the lightest weight materials possible. That is,use posterboard,
not cardboard or plywood.

Use the smallest symbol cards that the student's visual, motor, and
cognitive skills will allow. This will enable the entire board to be
compact.

If the student has a wheelchair, attach the board to the lap tray.

If the student is ambulatory, put shoulder straps on the board so it
may be easily carried.
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/f the board is carried, have it fold in the middle to make it smaller.
A laminated file folder works well for this.

Make the most simply constructed board possible,for two reasons. The
simpler the board, the easier it will be to carry. Probably more
importantly, the easier it is to make the board, the easier it will be
to quickly replace it with an identical board. Boards carried
routinely are often lost or damaged. Quick replacement is extremely
important.

NOTE: File the Planning Sheet in a permanent location. This will allow
the board to be quickly "remade" if necessary4.1
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Electronic Boards

REFERENCES

Nonvocal Communicationakesource Book, edited by Gregg C. Vanderheiden

(1978). .Available from University Park Press, 233 East Redwood Street,

Baltimore, Maryland 21202. This is a reference book listing adresses,

price, and availability of communication aids.

"Assessing Non-oral Clients for Assistive Communication Devicee by

Colette Coleman, Albert C ook, and Lawrence'Meyers. Published in Journal

of Speech and Hearing Disorders, XLV, November, 1980, pages 515-526.

Article has an appendix "Matching the physical and language capabilities of

a disabled client to tle corresponding,characteristics of a communication

device".

Response Identification for the Physically Handicapped Student

Adaptive Equipment for the Severely Multiply Handicapped Child" bY

Karin Barnes, Nina Murphy, Lois Waldo, and Wayne Sailor in Teaching the

Severely Handicapped, Volume IV (editors Robert ;York and Eugene Edgar).

,This book is available froi Special Press, 724 South Roosevelt Avenue,

Columbus, Ohio 43209.

Overview of Boards

Nonvocal Communication Techniques and Aids for the Severely Physically -

Handicapped, by Gregg C. Vanderheiden and Kate Grilly. Available from

University Park Press, 233 East Redwood Street, Baltimore,-Maryland 21202.

This book is an excellent general introduction,to boards and gives many

examples of actual boards used by physically handicapped students.

Symbol Systems

Standard Rebus Glossary by C. Clark, C. Davies, and R. Woodcock.

'Available from American Guidance Service, Inc., Publisher's Building, Circle

Pines, Minnesota 55014.

Handbook of Blissymbolics, by.B. Kates, S. McNaughton, and H. Silverman.

Available from Blissymbolics Communication Institute, 862 Eglinton Avenue

East, Toronto, OntatiO, Canada M4G 2L1.
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TOTAL COMMUNICATION cHECKLIST

Student's Name.



.Name

Date

TOTAL Com:ON/CATION 'cHiCKLIST

Completed by

SECTION I: READINESS FOR SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATION

Primary Considerations
,

'

Does:theistudent indicate wants and needs in any way?
rA

H
ci
Ci

Pi

0 5
D..

0 0
14 4.

1.01. Has facial expression or laughter to indicate pleasure.
1.02 Has facial expression to indicate discomfort or anger.
1,03 Can indicate in some way-that!they want More of a preferred activity,

food, etc.
1..04 Looks at or estures to obtain a .referred ob'ect., activit , etc.
1.05 Tointsto pictures, uses manual signs, or says words to express

wants and needs.

Does the student respond to reinforcement? .

1.11. Refuses.some activities or foods,
1.12 Six:4s preferences for certain foods.
1.13 Shows preferences for certain toys, recreation items, or actiVities
1.14 Shows references for certain -o.le.
1,15 Positive reinforcement procedures have been effeCtive redently

ina learning situation.
. t

. -

Does the student exhibit behaviors whichwould interfere with learning activities?
.

.

1.21 fs fre uently ill.
1.22 SeizureS. .

.

1.23 Tantrums.
...

1.24 Displays self-stiMulatory behaviors.
,

1.25 Display's self-abusive behaviors.
_..

the student eXhibit adequate attending skills towakrant structuredtseining?
a,31 Establishes eye contact with objects and people.
1.32 Follows moving:objects with eYes.
1.33 Transfers eye .aze from one object to another.
.1.34 Follows sim le instructions like "look" or "wait".
1.35 If not confined to a. wheelchair, remains seated in a chair for 2

minutes at a time during a structured activity.
_

mes the student exhibit cognitive skills prerequisite to language?
1.41 Looks for objects not in sight.
1.42 Uses objects correctl (suCh as playing,with toys, brushes hair, etc.)
1.43, Retrieves or looks for'a dropped object.
1.44 Matches simple object6.
1.45 'Shows an understanding qf turn-,taking as evidenced by attempting to

'imitate motor models.
.

.
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Total Communication Checklist
Page 2

SECTION (continued)

SecondAry Considerations

Mae the student made Progress in any type of previous.learnino Activity?
. z

oH

M

E

1.51 'Approached criteribn performance,on several recently trained
.classroom objectiVes.

.

1.$2 Achieved criterion perfOrmance in at least one'of"the moet recentlY
trained classroom objectives.

....,...,

1.53 Parents or categivers.report acquisition of some skill at home.
1.54 Educational records indicate progress in some'type Of training.'
1.55 Currently performs some task of daily:living which he/she was unable

to do a year ago.
.

.

Does the student rds.ond to or react to the;environment in some wa ? -*

1,61 Reacts in some observable way to touCh.
1.62 Reacts in some bbservable way.to light (blinks tutne head, etc.)_
1.63 Reacts in some observable way to noise (startles, looks for sound,

source, etc.) .

164' Reacts in some observable way when talked to. I'

1.65 Reacts tbi new situations and/or noVel objects.
_..,

Does the student initiate or start interaction with the enVironment?
1.71 Attempts to gtasp Objects.
1.72 Moves to be near something or someone.
1.73 Recognizes individuals or shows preferences for certain ones. .

1.74 Seeks out adult attention.
.

1.75 Interacts with' peers.
.A

-
.

Is the student offered stimulation to communicate by his/her environment?
.

1,81 Is offered a variety of constructive activities each day during
free time. .

1.82 .Is rarely inactive (lying, waiting, sleeping, sitting alone) during
.

the day.
.

1.83 Receives some type Of daily training.
1.84 Goes regularly to school, sports activities church and

.

restaurants, etd.
1.85 If physically handicapped, spends most of day in an upright, near

sitting position..
-,

. 0

Does the environment encourage the Student to communicate?
1.91 Is talked to by adults or engaged in conversations With adults each

day.
.1.92 Is required to show in some way that he/she wants something prefeired

.continued if the activity is interrupted.
1.93 Is required to make choices before receiving one of two desired

objects. .

1.94 Is required to obtain an adult's attention before receiving a want
or need.

.

. .. . .

1.95 Is required to answer questions routinely.
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Total Communication Checklist
Page 3

SECTION II: PREFERENCE FOR SPEECH

. .

Primary Conaiderations

'.

.

a

,

Does the stUdent use s.eech,to obtain wanted or needed items?

0
,

H

2.01 Says single words or word approximations to exoress wants Or needs. *

2.02 Sa Q most sounds clearly_in words used to expreSs,wants and needs.
2.03 Uses sentences whiehare understood even if the sentence topic is

,unknown.
.

,

2.04 Talks slowly enough to be understood.
.

2.05 ,Talks loudly.enough,to be heard and understood.

.

.

Deres the student Closely.imitate spoken models?
2.11 Imitates vowel sounds (as, 'ah", 'oh", ee',1.

212 Imitates consonant sounds (at "b", "1", "m" ., *

2.13 Imitates sin le S liable words ("cu " "ball). *

_ 2.14 Imitates tigo syllable words ("Mama", "cookie"). . . .
*

2.15 Imitates sounds from own e .ntaneous.vocalization re.-rteire. *

A....- the student's'r=b tiv s.-ech skills é. al to his her ez.ressive s.-ech skills?
2.21 FollowS a variety of simple commands' ("sit", "come") and can also

vooalize or sa sim le words.-
2.22 Selects obects when asked ("give me'cup") and can say the same words'

s ntaneousl or in,imitation. ("cu.").
2.23 Res onds to name, and can also imitate it when asked, "sa aohnn !'.- *

.2.24 Understands different verbs or action words and can also imitate or
use. simple spoken verbs (eXample: "go"t "sit", etc.). ,

2.25 'Understands color or size words and uses some intelligible one-word
s ken utterances.

.

Has the student benefitted from direct s.eech trainin-

11.1 n in the ast.
.

. 0 Ilattilli.V.1.111111111
2.33 Is resentl receivin. s eech trainin.
2.34, Speech has improved since being in this cuXrent training:
2.35 Im rovement seems to warrant continued efforts to im.roVe t.eech.

Does the student have norial hearing?
2.4i Is thought to have normal hearing.

2.42 A hearing evaluation has found him to have normal hearing.
2.43 Rarel has ear aches or ear infections.
2.44 Has never worn/Is not wearin- a hearin. aid or audito trainer. .

,

2:45 Has never had a hearin. aid recommended.
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Total Communication Checklist
Page 4

SECTION II: (continued)

Secondary Considerations

Does the student have good control of his mouth and breathing?

gH

-

HEl
a

gu

0 0

2.51 Breathes with mouth closed.
2.52 Imitates tongue and lip movements.
2.53 Uses tongue and lip movements in chewing.
2.54 Swallows normally.
2.55 Can blow out a candle or match.

Does the student respond to speech or other sounds? .

2.61 Shows that he/she hears loud novel sounds (horn or whistle).
2.62 Shows that he/she hears the radio or music box when it is played f,

softly.
2.63 Shows that he/she hears loud talking or shouts. .

2.64 Shows that he/she hears normal talking.
2.65 Looks for sound sources.

Does the student show that he/she understands the speech heard?
2.71 Responds to name.
2.72 Selects an object when name of object is said ("give me cup") from

cup and ball in front of him/her. ,

2.73 Follows simple directives or commands.
2.74 Responds to directives that include several different verbs or

action words (throw, roll, bounce).
.

2.75 Understands color and/or size names.

s the student's speech free of any perseverative or echolalic behavior?
2.81 Rarely or never immediately mimics what is said to him/her.
2.82 Rarely or never mimics certain phrases heard at an earlier time.
2.83 Rarely or never says certain_phrases over and over automatically.
2.84 Rarely or never responds to any 9uestion with the same nonsense answer.
2.85 Rarely or.never uses speech which seems to have no meaning to him/her.

Xs the student still oun enou h that s ech woula normal1 be e ected to develo ?
2.91 Under 5 years of age.
2.92 Between 5 and 10 years of age.,

----

2,93 Over 10 ears of a e.
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Total Communication Checklist
Page 5

.SECTION III: PREFERENCE FOR SIGNING

Primary Considerations

Does the student closel imitate sim le manual si ns?
3.01 Imitates signs requiring one7handed movements, such as SEE2 signs

for drink and candy.
3.02 Imitates signs requiring two-handed movements, such as SEE2 signs

for table and good.
3.03 Imitates signs requiring touching movements, such as SEE

2
my and

shoe.
3.04 Imitates signs requiring nontouching movements, such as SEE

2walk and move.
3.05 Imitates signs requiring different hand configurations, such as

SEE
2

look, toilet, ready, and go.

Is the student Able to use both hands freel ?
3.11 Shows no physical handicap in either hand.
3.12 Has nearly full range of movement of both elbows.

, .

3.13 Has nearly full range of movement of both wrists. *
3.14 Has nearly full range of movement of both shoulders. *
3.15 Exhibits coordinated movements of both bands and arms.

Will the student allow someone to manipulate his hands into sign
configurations?

.

3.21 Allows manipulations of fingers on right hand. *

3.22 Allows maniulations of finers on left hand.

3-23 'Allows maniuulations for movements of right wr,i.st, elbow, and shoulder.
3.24 ; .. ., . ..,.: u.v.,(1 1 _ f ., : - -_-. -. I 1. *
3.25 Allows simultaneous mani.ulations for movement of both hands and arms.

,
,

Does the student spontaneously use gestures to communicate? -__
3.31 Waves hello and/or goodbye.
3.32 Points to objects he/she wants.
3.33 Reects an ob'ect or activit b ushin it awe .

3.34 Uses some type of hand movement to indicate the desire for a drink,
or hun er or to ask to do some activit

.3.35 Watches closely the gestures that other people use.

Would the student's environment readil su rt and use si nin ?
3.41 Parents or caregivers concur that signing may be appropriate for

this student.
3.42 Parents or care ivers are willin to learn and use si ns
3.43 Classroom staff concur that signing may be appropriate for this student
3.44 Classroom staff are willin to learn and use si ns.
3.45 A few of the student's peers also sign.
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Page 6

SECTION III: (continued)

Secondary Considerations

Has the student benefitted from signing training currently or in the past? '4

g..

1 R

ill5

Pi
3.51 Has received signing training in the past.
3.52 Signing showed progress during the time he/she received this

ast trainin..
3.53 Is presently receiving signing training.
3.54 Signing has improved since being in this current training. .

3.55 Improvement seems to warrant continued efforts to improve signing. .

C

Does the student functionally use his vision?
3.61 Shows that he/she sees bright lights (blinks, looks at or away from"

a bright light. ,

3.62 Follows movement from across a room without moving his head.
3.63 Follows movement close to his eyes without moving his head. *

3.64 Shows that he sees small objects (bugs, peanuts,.pinS, etc.) * i

, 3.65 If eyeglasses have been prescribed, wears them with little
supervision. /--

Does the student have normal vision?
3.71 Is thought to have normal vision.
3.72 Eyes appear to be in good health.
3.73 A visual evaluation by an optometrist Or ophthalmologist has found

no visual impairment. ,

3.74 Has never had eyeglasses prescribed for him. _

3.75 Has worn/Is wearing eyeglasses. ,--
. .

Is the student generally mptorically active?
3..81 Performs gross (large) movements with hands id arms in self-help

and play activities.
3.82 Performs fine (small) manipulations of objects during self-help,

and play activities.
,...

3.83 Makes manual signs or gestures in'play with no meaning.
.-

I

3.84 Performs most motor tasks with adeguate speed.
3.85 Uses several gestures or si9ns communicatively.,

1

'Is the student ambulatory?
3.91 Rarely oi never requires use of hands as support during walking.
3.92 If uses a walker, can stand without use of hands while pausing.
3.93 Can independently stand and sign (mover hands and arms) simultaneously.

...
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SECTION IV: PREFERENCE FOR COMMUNICATION BOARD

Primary Considerations

.

.

Is the student unable to imitate most finemotor movements?
g2
..,-

f4

N 5

EV'
E00
MZ H

4001 Rarely or never imitates functional fine motor movements like
dialing a phone or turning a book page.

4.02 Rarely or never imitates any hand or finger movements.
4.03 Is unable to use both hands to imitate fine motor movements.
4,04 IS unable to.use arm andelbow movements when attempting to

imitate fine motor movements.

4.05 Is physically able to complete most movements, but does not understarld
' the task of imitation. *

Does the student exhibit generally restricted motor skills?
4.11 Exhibits physical handicaRkirihands and arms.

NM=4.12 Tires .uickl durin. my motor. task. ------,
4.13 Rarely uses, or is unable to use, hand and arm gestures.
4.14 Requires adaptive eqUipment to perform activities of daily living.
4.15 'Uses a ..sitionin. wheelchair or other ada.tive ..sitionin. devices. ,

.. -

Is the student motoricall and 6ammunicativel .assive?
4.21 Has onl a few identified reinforcers. Mil
4.22 Required long term training to learn prerequisite cognitive skills

(see 1.3). ,

.

P Y difficulty.
y or never engages y

illE
4.31 Onlligiat. E2.10.11/LX;11:APIAL113.1 bia_4,i11..011111111Mill
4.32 Only occasionally (or only following a prompt) shows an understanding

of turn-takin s.
4 33 Onl occasionall (or onl followin. a rom t) uses ob acts correctl .
4.34 Only occasionally (or only following a prompt) looks for objects not

in si.ht. III
4.35 Only occasionally (or only following a prompt) retrieven or looks for

a dro cd ob'ect.

Would the student's environment readil su 60 t and use a board?
4.41 Parents or caregivers concur that a board may be appropriate for

.

this student. .

4.42 Parents or care.ivers are willin. to use the board with student. .

4.43 Classroom staff concur that a board may be appropriate for this
student.

4.44 Classroom staff are willing to use the board with the student.
4.45 A few of the student's peers also use board.
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Total Communication Checklist
Page 8

SECT/ON IV: .(continued)

Secondary Considerations
,

Has the student benefitted from board trainin currentl or in the ast?

HR ;

I EU

.

ti

0 0

4.51 Has received board training in the past.
4.52 Board training showed progress during the time training was

received.
.

4.53 Is presently receiving board training.
4.54 Board use has =proved since being in this current training.
4.65 Improvement seems to warrant ----dfr=oThir---------acontinueeoriproveboa use.

1

I.

1

'Can *the student match obsects to pictures of ob'ects?
4.61 When shown an object, can select an identical one from an array of

i various objects.
r 4.62 When shown an object, can recognize a picture of that same object.

_

4.63 When shown a picture, can recognize an identical picture.
! 4.64 When shown an object, is able to recognize the printed word for that

I

object. .

4.65 Points'to picture to obtain that object represented in the picture
(in a book, magazine, on a board, etc.).

:Can the student control at least one motor or visual response?
1

! 4.71 Eye/gaze is under directional control.
! 4.72 Exhibits controlled head movements in one or more direction.

4.73 Exhibits controlled lip, or tongue movements.
,

.jaw,

4.74 pthibits controlled movements in one of the upper or lower
, extremities (arms, legs, feet, etc.) 1.

4.75 /Exhibits controlled trunk movement in one or more directions. --
Does the student have normal vision?

4411 Is thought to have normal vision.
.

4.82 Eyes appear to be in good health.
,4.83 A visual evaluation by an optometrist or ophthalmologist has found

/ no visual impairment.

.

4.84 Has never had eyeglashes prescribed for him.
L.....4.E_ Has worn/Is wearing.eyeglasses.

Does the student functionally use his vision?
4.91 Shows that he/she sees brightlights (blinks, looks at or away from

a bright*light).
4.92 Follows movement from across a room without movin. his head.

.

4 3 Follows movement close to his eyes without moving his head.
4.94 Shows that he sees small objects (bugs, peanuts, pins, etc.).

1

4.95 If eyeglasses have been prescribed, wears them with little
supervision.

.
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TOTAL . COMMUNICATION pROFI'L E

Student's Naine Birthdate Age

Checklist Rater Relationship to Student

Asnessment Examiner Relationship to Studtht

Date Assessment Began Date Assessment Ended

Directions: Tally the number of "YES", "MARGINAL",. and "NO" entries for ach
of the 10 questions in thelour sections of the Checklist
score on the Profile as indicated below. Refer to the TCCA
Instruction Manual for further directions in completing the
Profile.

-,-

YES MARGINAL NO
Yes No Yes Mar_ginal Yes -Marginal- No

.

Yes Marginal No

5

_Marginal
0 0 0 5 0

.

1 2 2 0 0 5

4 1 0 0 4 1 2 1 2 0 1 4

4 0 1 1 4 0 1 1 , 3 1 0 4

3 2 0 0 3 2 2 0 3 0 2 3

'3 1 1 2 3 0 3 0 2 1 1 3

2 2 1 1 3 1

Record the following information at the completion of the TCCA.

-

TCCA Decisions for this student are:

SECTION I:
,

READINESS
.

SECTION II: SPEECH

SECTION III: SIGNING

SECTION IV: BOARD
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TOTAL COMMUNICATION PROFI4E

SECTION I: READINESS FOR SYMBOLIC TRAINING

Prim4ry Considerations .

,
,

1.0 Does the student indicate wants and needs in .

any way?

YES , MARGINAL NO

...

1.1 Does the student respond to reinforcers?

1.2 Does the student exhibit behaviors which would
. interfere with learning activities?
1.3 Does the student exhibit adequate attending skills

to warrant structured training?-

.

1.4 Does the student exhibit cognitive skills pre-
',

requisite to language?
.

Secondary Considerations

1.5 Has the student made progress in.any type of
previous learning activity?

YES MARGINAL NO

1.6 Does the student respond to or react t6 the
environment in some way?

1.7 Does the student initiate or start interaction
with the environment?

1.8 Is the student offered stimulation to
communicate by the environment?

,

1.9 Does the environment encourage the student
to communicate?

-

)

SECTION II: PREFERENCE FOR SPEECH

--------.------
Primary Considerations

2.0 Does the student use speech to obtain wanted.or
needed items?

YES MARGINAL NO

2,1 Does the student closely imitate spoken models?

2.2 Are the student's receptive skills equal to
his/her expressive skills?

2.3 Has the student benefited from direct speech
training?

,

2.4 Does the student have normal hearing?

Secondary considerations

2.5 Does the student have good control of his/her
mouth and breathing?

-
YES MARGINAL NO

_

2.6 Does the student respond to speech or other
sounds?

2.7 Does the student show that he/she understands
the speech heard?

2.8 Is the student's speech free of any perseverative
or echolalic speech? .

2.9 Is the student still young enough that speech
would normally be expected to develop? - _ _

:1



-Total,Communication Profile.
(continued)

_

SECTION III: PREFERENCE FOR SIGNING
,

Primary Considerations

3.0 Does the student closely imitate simple
manual signs? .

YES MARGINAL NO

3.1 Is the student able to use both hands
freely? .

3.2 Will the student allow someone to manipulate
his/her-hands into sign configurations? ,

)

3.3 Does the student spontbileously use gestures
to communicate?

_e

3.4 Would the student's environment readily support
and use signing?

-

,

. .
Secondary Considerations

3.5 Has the student benefitted from signing
training currently or in the past?

,
ITS MARGINAL NO

,

3.6 Is the student generally motorically active?

3.7 Is the student ambulatory?

3.8 Does the!,student have normal vision?

. .

3.9 Does the:student functionally use his vision? ,

I

,

SECTION IV: PREFERENCE FOR BOARD

,

%

Primary Considerations .

4.0 Is the student unable to imitate most fine

motor movements?

YES MARGiNAL NO

4.1 Does the student exhibit generally restricted
, motor skills?

4.2 Is thestudent motorically and communicatively
passive?

4.3 Does the student, exhibit low cognitive skins
prereouistte to language?

h

4.4 Would the student's environment readily support
and use a board?

Secondary Considerations
-

I

4.5 Has the student benefitted from board training
urrently or in the past?

YES
,

MARGINAL NO

4.6 Can the student match objects to pictures of
biects7

4.7 Can the student control at least one motor or
visual response?

,

4.8 Does the student have normal vision?

4.9 Does the student functionally use

- _ his/her vision?



Student

Communication Board Planning- Sheet

DECISION . Response

Date-,

SELECTION USE/Ng SUMMARY TABLE

Rsponse les td lenittion fatigue Sp11 Stsbiliti Consist.. ncy Cnt r

Based%on the summary inforMation above, this stu ent will use the.following

response:

165
'0



DECISION II: Board Display

130ARD DISPLAYS

page.2
Board Planning Sheet

PREREQUISITE SKILLS* ASSESSMENT TASK SCORES

DIRECT SELECTION 'POINTS/EYE GAZE

SEQUENCING Optional)

SCANNING

a.

yEsAio

.VISUAL TRACKING

COLOR MATCHING

NUMBER MATCHING

tEWENCING

YESA0 Optional)

SUCCESIVE
QUARTERING

MATCHING QUADRANTS

SEQUENCING

YES/NO Optional)

Based on the summary information above the student will use the following ,

board display:



DECISION III: Symbol System

SYMBOL SYSTEM
ASSES

OBJECT TO SYMBOL
MEN

Page 3
'Board Planning Sheet.

T-IASK SUMMARY SCORES
SYMBOL TO'SYMBOL SPOKEN TO SYMBOL

Based on the above summary information, the student will use the following
bol system(s).

DECISION'IV: VocabularY Selection

Answer the following questions;

What reinforcers are most mOtivating during training?

That is, what is most important to the student to communicate?

What is most important to the parents for the student to communicate?

What is most important at school for the student to communicate?

Select from the,above a cote vocabulary of the most motivating and/or needed
vocabulary with which to begin training. Select only as many as you feel your
student Can learn inAhe next Year. The highest priority itema are those whiCh
the student can use to communicate his- immediate wants and needs.,,-

6 7



\Pag e 4
Board Planning Sheet

DECISION V: Vocabulary Displgr\

In the sample boaid below, draw in how you would like the student's
board display to be after one year's training (use additional pages
if necessary). Write in the word for each symbol. Note the dimensions
of the board. If a response panel is used, draw a sample panel beside
the board display sample.

Inches

'Ott

Inches

If a flip-up display is used, draw sampliB displays in additional space.

Based on "card size" assessment task scores (i.e., 7 or 8 correct responses)

the size of the vocabulary cards on this board will be:

inch by inch.

DECISION vf: Board Construction

List the materials needed to make the board:

1. 5.

2. 1 6.

3. 7.

.4. .8.

FILE THIS FORM IN A CENTRAL LOCATION., IF THE BOARD IS LOST OR DAMAGED, USE THIS,
TO'HELP RECONSTRUCT AN ILENTICAL BOARD.

60
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